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Ten Cents" Twelve Rages 471-4&T 
Will: 
Accept the Court's Decision' 
k'slf. 
that-- the -court's .'ruling supported the-* 
principle .of: -executive -privilege, ofteir 
cited- by the White House as grounds for 
• not releasing Uie tapes.: " 
. L'AGUNA' BEACH;. Calif. (AP) - A 
> disappointed President Nixon announced' 
Wednesday he. will . comply'' "in' all. 
respects''- with .-;a unanimous.supreme 
Court ruling that he must 'surrender' The decision, written bv Chief Justice 
documents and tapes of 64 conversations WarrenE: Burgef.uoted thatprivacy.of-
for the Watergate cover-up trial. i. ..—: .— 
Eight hours after the court announced 
its 8:0 opinion in Washington, Nixon-sent 
his • chief Watergate defense lawyer, 
- James' D. St.. Clair, .before national 
television-cameras in a hotel near ttje 
Western. White House to disclose -his 
-decision. 
maintain. 
" "BY CQMPt.VlNG --fullv with the 
court's ruling in "this"case;-1 hope and 
1-. w i l l  p o n f r i h n f  a  :  t n :  
rather 
V 5 
•v,-.The. House Judiciary Committee opens debate on. impeachment. 
House 
~UPj Telephoto 
House . WASHINGTON (AP) 
jsdiciary .Committee opened historic; ar  
debate •Wednesday~mght"'oirg motirar -
• declaring President Nlxonys~c6nduct brradcasi^sesstojinopenedr 
r ''warrants impeachment... and removal One of the ptopbsed articles charged 
Each of: the 38 committee members 




COMMITTEE Republicans considered 
moving^ to . delay committee debate on 
Jhe possibility that .further tape 
.(Related Stories & Photo, Page 
THE PRESIDENT^ who had 
consistently declined to say in advance 
whether he would abide by an- adverse 
court ruling, said through St. Clair: 
, "My chaitei^ in-;t5g:^^tH'lt>--thga 
subpoena of the special prosecutor was 
based oh the belief' thaV it-was 
imconstitutionally issued, and on my 
strong desire .to protect the principle; of 
presidential confidgntiality in a system 
• of separation of powers. .. 
"While I am of course disappointed in 
the result, I respect and accept the 
j court's decision, and I have instructed 
Mr. St Clair to take whatever measures 
are necessary to comply witlj that 
decision in all respects/" 
St. Clairtookexactly two minutes to 
read Nixon's statement "to reporters, in 
the packed and steamy press room. 
Newsmen pursued Jiim from the room 
afterward, but he brushed aside all 
inquiries. 
IS HIS statement,. Nixon maintained 
strengthening than weakening 
. thipprincipleriar..the future — .in that : 
presidential -coimnunications was-' - this will prpve to be not the precedent' -
"fundamental to the operation of that destroyed the principle, but "the -
government" but said the principle wass^action that preservedit." » 
.outweighed by the needs of4 criminal^ St; Clair said he would rmmediateiy~~ 
justice," • . . ' ^-":begin preparing the'tapes to be turned . * 
Nixon said: "For the future, it will be . over to. the U.S. District Court in 
essential that the'special Circumstances Washington. 
..of this lease not be permitted to clou4.the. The tapes were subpoenaed by T^n 
Jaworski.the^atergate _special_ _ 
¥ , 
f rigfitslif presidents to maintain the basic-
confidentiality without which this office 
^rannot: function. T was gratified, 
"therefore, to note tliat the court 
reaffirmed both the validity and the 
importance of the principle of executive 
a-tyriviinm-i thn principlp I hart »» 
prosecutor, for- the- trial of- some of' 
Nixon's former "top^aides!" 
St. Clair gave" no timetable for the 
• turnover-but spoke of "time-consuming" 
process .of. analyzing and indexing the 
>§j 
from office" — then Suddenly recessed 
because of a bomb threat. 
• Republicans suggested the committee : 
delay the debate because of Wednesday's 
Supreme Court order that Nixon turn 
over' further White House tape recorded 
-.MnVCTsations. for. the Watergate-cover---
„iip trial." ~ ~-:-
. As milliotis of Americans ~watch<Sl on'-
television' and listened on radio, . 
Chairman Peter W. Rodino Jc„ D-Ji.J., ; 
gaveled-thexommittfee to order and told 
its 38 members that the nation""demands 
that we make up our minds." 
• « BUT THE proceedings were abruptly 
recessed one hour and six minutes'later. • 
after Capitol police reported receiving a. • 
v telephoned bomb threat Officers began : 
immediate - search. as-:- members ; 
kited nearby to resume. 
The impeachment resolution was 
.Offered by Reft. Harold D. Donobue of-
Massachusetts, the second-ranlcing 
Democrat on the committee. 
Dohohue's motion followed formal 
opening statements by Rodino and Rep. 
Edward Hutchinson-of Michigan, the . 
ranking Republican.' ' 
Hutchinson suggested that-'the 
committee-delay its debate because of 
the Supreme Court decision earlier in the" 
day ordering the President to turn'over 
tapes orwtconversations subpoenaed: as 
•evidence in the Watergate cover-up trial. 
HUTCHINSON did not, however; press 
"Tils recommendation, and Donohue^was 
recognized by the chairman. „ 1 
Nixon with obstruction of justice in the 
"Waleigate Investigationr'-the-^seeend-
with abusing the powers of his office. . 
In a last-minute change, a third article 
charging the President with contempt of -
Congress — for his refusal to comply 
with committee, subpoenas raiwas 
"merged into the second-artjcie^-IL 
Rodino opened the debate by declaring • 
that the question "before the com&ittee 
-"was whether^Nixon has committedr 
''grave and systematic violation of-the i 
Constitution. 
'. "Make no mistake about it. This is a, 
turning point, whatever we decide," the * 
chairman said. 
: .FOR MONTHS) the 38-member-
. committee had considered impeachment 
evidence bbhind closed and barred doors. 
Now, Rodino said, it is "time we. make 
up our minds. * 
• "We have been deliberative, we have; 
been patient, we have been fair," Rodino 
said in remal-ks^opening the meeting -
"Ih short, the committeelrasto decide 
whether ... the President was telling thei 
truth to the American people," said the ^subverted 
— recordings mightEecomeravailablerbut— 
r - decided against such a move,, shortly^ 
: before the session began. -11 
-r—7Sfcypral committee members 
- i circulated texts . of 'their rehSarks 
, - advance. • ^ 
-Rep. Jack Brooks of Texas, the: 
committee's third-ranking Democrat^ 
.. did .not say in his prepared comments-
—.whether he would vote for Impeachment 
but declared: "Never in our 198 years 
• have we bad evidence of such rampant 
-•corruption fn government" 
: \ The question, he said j is whether Nixon ,* 
, himself "'by his action.or inaction" failed i 
> i .in his constitutiopfel responsibility. 
- - Brooks spoke, too, of the political 
implications of . the case. 
' "There would be no'Democratic gaift 
. from removing a Republican President' 
•and having him replaced by another 
> Republican who could request and might 
. - well receive, a great-outflowing o{:. 
^"support from our p«jple," Tie said. "« •' 
' Rep.' Don Edwards, D-Calif., said in"A 
his, prepared remarks that Nixon "has 
; .. consciously^d intentionally engaged in 
^. serious misdeeds ; -:he. has corrupted and 
our political and 
m 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A unanimous 
Supreme Court said -Wednesday that 
President Nixon must yield Whiteliouse 
tapes and papers wanted by the 
Watergate-prosecutor, and the President 
said he would comply in all respec&wi'th 
•the order. 
By- an 8-0 vote;- the high court' said 
'Nixon's claim to executive;pjrivilege was 
valid in principle but must give way to .; 
. the necessities of criminal justice which 
:^Bad:gstrrmgprf^stitutiMiaLcLaim. 
ass* Eight hoprs after the high* court's 
'decision, presidential lawyer James D. 
St, Claw • said in a nationally -broadcast 
the aiithofity and-duty under • the 
Constitution to decide his constitutional 
role and .should have. final say over 
whether-he shotild give up any 
cbhfidentiai communications. . 
AS 1ATE AS Monday' night, 
presidehtlal'lawyer Jimes D. St. Clair 
said Nixon had not yet decided whether 
he would follow a Supreme Court 
demand to turn over the tapes. . -
As St. Clair had argued before the high > 
court -on-July—Sy-^the^questions has 
i mp oTia^r~i™irltcatfOTi=::lOT;:^tre~ 
impeachment proceedings in Congress, 
since several congressmen- have said . 11 . i ~ wnivv. wv* W4U* VOwlllwil iiCl • OCI. 
announcement from the Western 'White "•iletidiice ot the court-•would-coris|ku UmiPA in P/tKfrtiimin' flint .1 > 1 , • - 1 • : - • 
chairmaij. - * -^ governmental processes to. the extent 
•Eight hours* earlier, Aa unanimous.-A^that Jie.should, be impeached by the 
Supretne Court ruled Nixon must tuni ' -'House of Representatives:.i." • 
Clear,; Hot 
g;|?cfe<l-r' fOMhyyrs^a^ 
f rn 0 rn Fn g0i^u r n i ri g' 
in 
;il.'»«<• J: 1.t.v", r»i-. 
f' ^tejrnoon;, p*he hlgn 
f1 -.'iiii I', iLsjl! iU ««_ 
.-.flyer .--M. tape-recorded conversations 
subpoenaed as evidence in the Watergate 
cover-up trial. 
\ And a half-hour before Jftodlno gaveled 
thf committee into session, Nixon 
pledged through his lawyer to-comply 
"in all respects" with the court decision. 
One Attempt Thwarted p 
C o nstablesM ig h t 
Edwards predicted that a majority of 
the. committee- was ready>Vto- present 
what we think is overwhelming'evidence 
to support this conclusion: L am willing 
to face my constituents, my family^ 
myself and.; history with. this sober 
conviction.-" n ' ' . m - £ 
mormrjg 
70s. South Winds are 
f expected, 
m By ROY MABRY^M 
- Pive Trayis County constaWes, witti 
possible Department of; Public Safety 
vCooperatlon-r:-are ; planning--; a weekend 
. raid of the Hippie Hollow area/Justice of 
the.; Peac?- Charles - /Webb: said 
Wednesday. 
. , Webb? whd has taken no part in 
planning'tfie raidi will have to decide any 
cases resulting from it,-as-the Hippie 
HpIloAv^area' is -in- his jurisdiction, 
Precinct 2.' i ' 
%.-"Just-because .Sheriff RaymohajFrank 
won't enforce the law in the area, it 
doesn't-mean there, aren't others who 
will," he said. 
/.""The five Travis county constables, the 
DPS and the sheriff have authority in the 
area, Webb said. , . g 
Frank .takes a different view of the" 
Raid Hippie Hollow 
rnaintained, not those ..who stay in the 
fitcove away from public ;view. He added, 
^however, some officers who will be there 
^"will arrest anyone, they see 
i, , skinny dipping." 
•; • • ' v . : 
sheriff's'department answers; 
plan,-however. 
. "I feel sure it wais prompted to. 
embarrass'me," he said Wednesday, 
-"'"I'certainly-do not .feel this .type or'-£? "e , -
- "action is warranted," Frank said "WeT .^/nerous complaints of nudity and other 
feel the nudity problem shouid be-l ^ offenses in the area, Frank'said..He said 
- handled on a low profile." -^offenders had always been cooperative. 
Webb,, however, said the raid was 1 "As long as-they stay on LCRA 
• '"motived by letters Trom homeowners , .property and leave other people alone, 
in the area complaining of nude bathers.. • we will take no action. We don't want to 
outside the hollow, trespassing on^5.>get^*into the business of harassing 
private water areas, narcotics, weapon- _T people," Frank said 
carrying and illegal parking. ' *1 frank Stressed that none of his officers 
' . c°n??rn, ,wl1 ,be directed toward.. will take part in any raids in the area, 
a , - -ski nnydippers, Web b;;.;A- raid^as planned for this weekerid, 
(.4? - •<* -
Webb said; but it will probably be called^ 
off beeasue of media coverage. He said, 
however,he feels the publicity is 
beneficial. ̂  VI 
' It is better that everyone know the 
law could be enforced," Webb said. 
House m California that Nixon had 
ordered; that "compliance, begin 
forthwith." ..." 
-^Some Republican members of the 
ii_House_J.udiciary_ Committeerwhich is 
debating impeachment articles'agaiiiBr 
Jhe President, cajled'immediately for a' 
postponement of any final vote until the 
new materials-are made available to the. 
^ .committee. 
fl; But the Democratic committee' 
' 'leadership announced it intended to go . 
v ahead with the hearings. 
"ALTHOUGH PAST -tapes delivered to 
; the special Watergate, prdsecutor have 
. been forwarded to t^ie Judiciary 
Committee at the request of a federal 
grand jury, there is no guarantee the new 
- materials also would be turned-over. 
Jn one of the most important decisions 
of (ts two-cenfury history, the . court ' 
: declared firmly that it is its duty to 
-decide the law and disagreed with 
; .^Nikon's'claim of absolute control over 
MAdministratio.n paper"? and 
^communications 
Neither .the doctrine of separation of f 
. powers nof the need for confidentiality 
#..%)f high-level communications ... can 
issssustain an. absolute^ unqualified 
'-'presidential privilege of immunity from 
' . j u d i c i a l  p r o c e s s  H i n d e r  a l l -
; circumstances," the court said. " 
The courtrtiecognized the constitutional 
right of Nixon or any president, to-the 
privacy necessary for making important 
decisions. But it said these rights must 
be weighed against other constitutional 
commands and-'exercised -within-strict 
w.-ybounds 
strong impeachment grounds. 
TheHouse Jddiciary Committee wants^ 
"some of the tapes for itsown"inquiryJ>ut 
Jaworski has no-authority to turn them 
over. Chairman Peter W .• Rodino Jr." saidsl^l 
the decision "would " not ".postpone thp4rs& -• 
committee's debate. .' ' • 
Jaworski; indicated outsidie .Uie^ courKffi" 
•that he felt the decision was definitive, -' ^ 
enough to require obedience, saying he 
. was particularly pleased it was 
unanimous "because that; doesn't leave 
any doubt in anybody's .mind as to w}iat:<»-a 
the law is." ' •« ' .ffisSns-
'•^1 
& 
! THE DECISION -has the effect' of 
ordering Nixon to tunrover tapes and 
records of 64 White House'conversations 
for possible use in the Watergate cover-
up trial scheduled to start in U.S.-
District Court here Sept. 9. ~ - . 
The tapes cover conversations from 
jiiSWebb also urged people who use Hippie;^'June 20, 1972, a few days after the 
Hollow .to take it upon themselves to;,.^Watergate break-in, to June 4,1973, the 
police the area to avoid trouble. • -;* -.: day- Nixon listened to "several earlier 
• ? ; "If the nudity and so fortli "were kept tapes. 
away from the homeowner?, it wouldn't Special Watergate prosecutor Leon 
be necessary to take acUon of this sort,Jaworski, whose petition40 the high 
Webb .said. . J'court had brought the landmark ruling, 
Illegal parking that could block V'said he expected the White House to 
firetrucks and-.littering were serious" comply, and 'begin delivering the. 
problems, although the situation has • . materials in the next few days.' 
improved recently, Webb said. The President has insisted that he has 
Hostages; Wounds^PrisoniQuard 
- ' T«vn'n «i.k Writor Vs. ' v-.r?" _?f f'heen tire prison, and everypossible . inmates.notCarrasco, handcuffedhim. When intent to commit murder. He-was arrostwi laci sealed off th , entire prison, and every possible 
avenue of escape was blocked. - - ~ 
Carrasco. later requested 15 handcuffs and a 
television-set which'prisqh officials quickly banded' 
oven 'v 1 -
: T H k  N E X T  R E Q U E S T  w a s  a  d e m a n d  d e l i v e r e d  b y  
Father Joseph O'Brien, prison-chaplain, in theform 
of a typed, unsigned. letter_The" letter asked prison 
officials^.to^Supply__Carrasco with three walkie-
ates, n  Ca ras dcuf ed 
Carrasco objected the other inmated pointed a gun at 
O'Brien. • 
" "Fred tried to -take the handcuffs off,v O'BWen 
, said. Then O'Brien .Was released with the letter, of 
demands 
•Kirkpatrick sai'd' the items; Carrasco demanded' 
were not en route to HuntSville. The request would 
tBlfew-ggjtfrBn^to^maJ^^inncy^ three bUligarnsr^^aye to be cleared through the attorney general and 
Vests and visors and three M-16 rifles with fivi~^'®T?overnor'th^se people hadlnotbSSSaoffi^eg, 
' he reported. . ' ^ 
By SUSAN.UNDEE'K 
STcxan;Staff.;Wiiter '• 
^ jBUNTSVILLE '— An armed Fred Gomez Carrasco,« 
imprisoned narcotics ring leader,- took 11 persons 
-hostage at., the: Huntsville State: Prison Wednesdayr 
/afternoon. • ~ 
Carrasco seized the lr in the prison's library and 
%ssrooniarea. He fired a 1' 
bell-taini 
minor gunshot in the foot. 
CARRASCO THEN released 42 inmate students 
"who had beeninthe libraryandblockadedhimsielfin 
the"redb^ickbullding-withlO instructors anda single 
security officer< • " • ." , 
He was armed with four hand guns and an 
undetermined amount 6f ammunition. Prison 
officials did not lcnow how he got the flrearrris, ^ 
Carrasco's 'first request wss that fellow inmate' 
6vid Robles be allowed to join him, but RoblfeS-waS 
iot^nterested|inigetting;lmwlved; wv z&i w?^s§S§. 
rnint"'ftn^ Tiart of-'it.l'^-pHsQn publ^: 
magazihes. 
- Assistant Director'.of Services Don Kirkpatrick 
said -prisoij policy is that threats on.hostages' iives 
will nqt be conisldered sufficient to supply demands. 
The demand for three dreach item was thought to 
iridtcate that Carrasco is planning t5 escape with two 
O'Brien said Carrasto U seri'ous'in his threats. "He 
said H§J»elifives Carrasco would kill the hostages. 
' "TRg.hostages are jUst sitting there. They:are 
being-treated welU but he means what he says,'/, - -prison 
" cSA^OT^uesVanaut6mobile;i:" hearing W8S ?-0Stp°ned' h°Wever' and 
intent to co it urder. e as arrested last 
• summer in San A'ntonio in a violent shoot-out battle 
with 30 San Antonio policemen. He also iis wanted in 
Mexico for 40 killings believed to be related to drug 
trafficking. 
He was jailed in Guadaiajara-.-but escaped in 
"January, 1973. through ar$100;000 bribe. When hewas , 
finally, ambushed in.San Antonio in a motel room he } 
.was shot'four times. _ . 
HE WAS J AILED; in Sa^Antonio under $1 million 
: bond and then tfansrerfea"l?)"'*hep«tate perritentiary 
and placed in an isolated celt 
SEVERAL WEEKS ago Carrasco was returned to 
San Antonio to face "a . federal indictment charging 
hw* with, trying to operate a drug ring while in 
'Surrender' 
A Hoax ; 
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Police raidedsf®' 
an apartment Wednesday night after a .- rj, 
hoaxster tricked police into believing she" 
was fugitive newspaper heiress Patricia 
Hearst. . , 
Police Lt. Dan Cook described the 
incident as "a,, practice in futility. WeV3 
have no evidence that Hearst or any SLA " ^' 
membSTwas ever there. 
• The hoax was taken so seriously that 
Hearst's parents, Mr. and; Mrs/'i^ 
Randolph A. Hearst flew here from San '% 
. Francisco after leacning that a womari-jy 
identifying herself as their daughter said " 
. -she wanted to "surrender." r , 
"Because of the detailed informatio.i.^. 
she gave,-officers beljeved her," Cook- jSi • 
said. " 
The woman who telephoned police said |! i 
she want'ed to give herself up to "Uncle1 
George." Hearst's .uncle, • George. 
Hearst, is publisher jqf the Los Angeles '>$ 
Hearid-Examiner. ^ ^ 
- ' The ..telephone call came after more 
. than 100 officers surrounded ^ the two-"5 
story apartment building in "suburban 
•• North Hollywood. • 
Officers moved in after three persons 
called and said a wofrian fitting'Hearst's 1 
.description entered the building with twb-
black men, one carrying a rifle. 
. Officers found the apartment vacant 
- Except for two rifles and a cat. Police 
said they .had no idea who the .three • 
persons might have been or where 'they , 










Coasta I Sta tes Ga s Ci ted 
p$?' g^ig®- bM'MM W'W ^Tm* HP? Mr . \ - V"̂  *SiS . 38  ̂ 4*2§ j&£E • A4he 
s& £* •* & • *•# Slit 
On Back-Pgyment Charge 
Mi M*? 
!%• 
By JEFF NEWMAN: 
. The head of- the City, Public.; 
Setvice Board of San Antonio 
has^charged Coastal States; 
Gas Corp. is not meeting a 
provisioti of a -Texas' Railroad ; 
Commission. (TRC) >,oyder: —.. 
the same. order the gas 
company cites .in demanding < 
the.city pay $3.2 million in' 
back bills.], 
Compan^officlals deny .the••:. 
^•financial records show the the amountof gas contracted^, 
payments have not beeintiade- their alternative heating 
"for , several months source,-liquid fuel. Is several 
running.-L « times as expensive as natural 
: An order, of.the-TRC dated--gas.forgenerating electricily/_. 
Sept. 27-, 1973i provides for the. •• The lawyer-who filed -the 
contributions "upon demand. motion for Lo-Vaca said the 
|»j® 
i» i K,t 
•withheld payments have put 
the company in the red. so it is 
having troible buying new gas 
.supplies. 
"If they rtegd money-sp 
- • . - . : ^Ttrf-thp-f^mwr-finlnratift-Rivfrr Hpcppratglv. why have thev 
chairman of the Authority (L,PRA) have, not" called for the, 
CPS Board • o"f7TJusteeS^told~withheld-since the-order was_c^tributions?'' Berg sqicT ? 
charge; 
vTom'Berg 
. or request of the supervisors 
manager of Lo-Vaca. • 
Lo-Vaca has filed a motion 
with .TRC .claiming the 
payments; San Antonip; Austin 
The Daily Texan that Coastal 
has not been making- a 
m o n't hi y $2.5 m i 11 ion 









issued defeat its purpose "of 
assuring Lo-Vaca ihe. 
financial ability 'to augment 
its natural gas supply.'-' : 
• The customers claim - their 
. contracts allow the deduction 
of additional costs incurred in; 
generating ? electricity... when: 









.vgjs.- - (Oneblotk 
• -~*,woil of Iquvnrj / 




supervisor-manager of • Lo-
Vaca, said Coastal has made 
the payments, although the 
total has notaiwaysamounted : 
tp a full $2.5 million per 
month. ' -, 
' • "Coastal States" - has- never 
refused (to pay), and Lo^Vaca^ 
has aslired for all it is entitled 
to." 
' Further, the contributions •; 
are cumulative aind the total 
: sum can be called on at any 
time, he saic^. 
Present plans call for all the-
"money not used sojfar to go 
into a pipeline, ijT the Rjo 
Grande Valley, '-a substantial 
item of about $13 'million " 
which-. Hargrove; said : will 
increase the gas supply 
available -to Central T^xas. 
Although one of the use.s the 
"TRC order allows fqfjthe 
money, is uworking.capital foe 
•advaiic.e, vpayments - for ' 
purclijase of new .gas," 
Hargrove explained this^oes 
jn-ot • mean the on-going -
purchase'of new-gas supplies. 
He said the phrase instead 
• refers to capital items 
contracted to "potential 
- producers of gas", for their 
exploration and drilling , • « -. *4^ 
Such "advance payments'®' 
i&K 
Wilding Golf Course 
Law Violation Possible 
Possible violations of Austin's Creek Ordinaptie by the Hollow construction reportedly was sent bv the-City, 
developers of Wilding are being considered by the City legal ' Engineering Department to SL&L in Jiifte. Joe Riddell; 
department. 
. The developers, Southern Living and Leisure (SL&L), have 
not applied for a:creek development permit for construction 
of a golf course along Panther Hollow, a major tributary of 
Laky Austin^which drains the Wilding area. 
• Under the. Creek Ordinance, designed "to protect" the 
member of the city's Citizens Board of Natural Resources 
and Environmental Quality, said he saw a copy of the letter. -
Riddell said "the essence of it is that they are proceeding; 
with work without a permit.'' 
The questions on the applicability of the Creek Ordinaricl 
natural and traditjonai"character of the watecways.'^ail to Panther Hollow-are- wbethej.lhe constructiort.of a gol| 
development on land adjacent to or crossing a 'waterway • course along .the creek constitutes a "subdivision" and-
reqiiires a creek development'permit approved by the City. ; whether . t_he ordinance was passed after construction; w# 
Engineering Department. ' - t 'nvstarted. ' • . * ;r.-'T7---rj-^-.^r^^ 
•Deputy City Manager Homer Reed said that after - City Atty. Don Butler, told The Texan Tuesday, that the-
Wednesday meeting between city officials and. Wilding" golf course was, in his opinion, subdivided,^arid "anything' 
representatives, the.city would consider whether the subdivided is under the control of the city;" . --
dgaiitheivHoHovv. portion of the 3,500-acre-Wilding tract falls the other question,, said Reed, is whether the ordinance 
under the scope of' ihe ordinance. . ;—• • . can-bft-appfted-retif>^«Hv<»}y-ta-piwistfiintinniiggirn'hpfriro;thi>: 
A" letter asking SL&L to apply for a permit for the Panther Ordinance was passed. 
Building Delays ^Disappoint 
By BRVAN BRUMLEY 
Texan Staff Writer : : 
David Ai _.Nancarcow7" 
ar^afef recovered ^whenrthe""Tassoclate-deaii-«f-the-€oHege^ 
company purchases gas the of Fine Arts,'said Wednesday-
p r od u ce r has 1-oca t'e d, . h^ was disappointed the Boal-d 
Hargrove said. of Regents may give priority 
mexeli 
to the addition to the chemistry 
. building over the completion 
oi the.tine arts-center. 
He hoped -the college could 
costs, parts of the University- wclrairman -Of., the Faculty , 
building program may have-.tg :* Building Advisory Committee -
'Be postponed , (FBAC) said he did not view 
—-Erwin, ^chairman jof jhe the choice as strictly between 
Cegents' .Committee roi).-.~chemTstry"'and filler arts.: 
Buildings and Grounds; . There * are:: many " important 
predicted the board will academic facilities" that 
choose to . px)stpone>: should ,be built but may be 
construction on four of .the postponed, because: of lack of 
m f  t l i f i  finarippg, Rrnpp 
was not discussed. ^ ' / 
The Union was to be moved l 
to tiie old • Radio-Television- • 
• Film, Building on Speedway f| 
iStreetllf construction ofthe a 
chemistry addition begins in 
December; as 'contemplated;'; 
the Unioti may move into 
alternate facilities in 
-Bellmnnt and Moore-Hill 
^ fine arts center in favor of the . The FBAC met Wednesday - Halls. 
j a o t U i i r  i t s ~ t o n g - h e f c M f e a m -  nf 8i?.0_jtiillion addition to Welch vwith: the' ad hoc Union West - .Frank Fleming, a member 
c e n t r a l i z i n g  a n d  i m p r o v i r i g  H a l l ,  t h e  C h e m i s t H T E u i i a i n r ^ ' ^ d V t M n r O T n m i i i t f e e - t e ' a H  h o c  T T n i n n  
TAPE SPECIALS 
Ssfe.. 
!yXine arts facilities. . ' . He estimated the'costs of the details of a 16 to 20 month 
\ Regent Frank C Erwm imbuilt art buridings would Union Building rehovation to 
* disclosed* Tuesday tjiat- .ceach $30"million " begiir this fall Breen "said the 
because of rising-construction - ,Dr John E. -Breen;relocation of iJniori activities 
Items on,.5ale • 
low Noise C-90 r, . 
Low Noise C-6tt'T" 
Ultra Dynamic C-40 
Ultra Dynamic €-120 
8T-200 8-Track; _ 
8T-400 S-Track^' ji!-' 
UD-35/7 Open Reel 
£& v6- * / 3BUYlZ-G£L0MEfRE£ 
-UFETIME GUARANTEE 
BERKmnns 






COME FOR TEA 
s Treat yourself to Darjeeling, 
' 'Camomile, ROM Hip oad ^ 
other- rare and delightful 
blends 
-from Iwinings, the 
connolsseun' choice stnee-
1706. 4-or, Hn, 1J0." 
|or. perfect brewing, stainless 
tea bell, 2.00. 
~"Fr«nrthr'Cad«aaVcollectioa 
oftKings for the way.you live. 
-Be an In-Sidef, 
& 
. ̂ . In pur Boat Moc. The hottest 
;shoe m iliB;U.S: Brown leather 
-wtth-whrtei-fubberT-sole. 
6-9 S17. /-
committee, said the priority, 
disclosure came as no 
surprise toihirti, though he had, 
b " 6 ' e  n g  i  v  e n n o s  p  e  c  i  f  j  O i  
warning. The Union was 
aware, he. said, that the RTF 
B u i l d i n g  m i g h t  b e  
unavailable. He mentioned 
the possibility of renting off-
campus office and program,, 
space. , ' - •' 
Dr. A R. Schrank", acting 
dean of the College of Natural 
Sciences, fhodgbt.it was, too 
early to speculate on" a 
regfental decision. 
The chemistry' building 
w o u l d  b e  a n  - i m p o r t a n t  
addition to the academic life 
of the University 
its lecture halls,, with a total*" 
SizeS seating-capacity-of- nearly 
2.snn and the Center for,-£ && 





Teaching Effectiveness w 
-placed m a corner of one ot&fiM 
the five planned' floors,I'M 
Schrank said. )• "*81$ 
r-2JH OUADAtttPf . »d».5d0 -
PARK iN OUR LOT OH SAK ANTONIO BEHIND TOE CADEAU 




BH Five or six years ago the dGUa  ̂  
worth something. Qltf George was the hallraarK > 
of buying power M. good for relatively respec­
table quantities of food, gasoline and clothing. 
fgrBut not any more. Today, the dollar s 
barely worth the paper it's printed on. Except 
elsje, We haven't raised our 
is worth the same 
feg. Sovisit'us before 
; affll a half blocks West of campus at 801W6st Z4th Street in the heart-. 
of-the student JieighbQihiiî ii7@iS 
^J-TpJK§f North . 5 nowaccepting Qnegemester conti 
. St'5i"Tdwê  N<^«MWBaHE 
M0 Because unlike everyone and eve: 
prices since 1969, Which 
it wa£ then. 
means your 
nm 
,t * . 
rj • 
• 'ti 5' rZi ~r '• *yv! Wiif nrfEnIss«ri««S\i»^»l 
WALK TO UX 











There Is a tlmeior peace 
Come In and try on /•: 
g» Blossom's "Soft Touch' 
wedding bands;.th6 most 
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By United:.Press international 
, Fresh lighting marred a two-day-old: 
United Nations cease-fire on Cyprus 
Erupts During Cease-Fire 
Wednesday, even as Tut key and the new 
governments of Greece - and Cyprus 
moved on the diplomatic front to end the: 
crisis and "bury the bitter memories of 
the past."' ' ^ 
Secretary General Kurt Waldheim 
called the jU.N. Security1 Council into. 
emergency sessionr • > 
~-A-U:iV—spokesman said Waldheim -
called'-the session in New York "to 
discuss the situation at Nicosia Airport," 
a focal point of contention between U N. 
peacekeeping troops in the Cypriot 
capital and ynMiprs frmn hnth warring 
CANADA, WHOSE troops make up the 
bulk of the tiny U,N." force, disclosed a 
earlier that "it has warned" Turkish 1 
leaders any attack on the contingent at 
the airport would be considered an . 
attack on the entire United Nations. 
;UPI. correspondent Michael Keats 
reported from Nicosia Turkish; troops -
battled Greek pypriot ,National" 
Guardsmen elsewhere on the island 
Wednesday :in what a U.N, officer 
described as an attempt by the Turks to 
widen their area of control. 
The U.N. officer reported numerous 
cease-fire violations throughout the day 
.The sharpest fighting was at JBellapais, 
three tfllles southeast of Kyrenia on the' 
18-mile mountain road from the northern : 
Jg»-; 
coast to the capital. 
..MEANWHILE, THE new civilian?5 
governments of Greece and Cyprus® 
' offered conciliatory"gestures to ease the 
< crisis. 
The two governments agreed to meet " 
with : Britain' beginning Thursday in-
Geneva to open talks on the dispute 
which in nine climactic days resulted!? 
a military coup deposing Arcfibishop 
Makarios, a Turkish invasion of the 
island, and the fail of military regimes in-$ 
"both Greece and Cyprus. ; 
Greek Premier Constafttifte• 
Karamanlis, sworn into office slightly 
more than an hour after returning from 




cabinet, ordered all • political prisoners 
released and announced -.Chat his? 
government recognized. Makarios'as.the 
legitimate president of Cyprus. . 
— Turkish Premier Bulent Ecevit said 
the"new Greek government "strengthens 
our hope for Greek-Turkish friendship" 
after seven years of military rule "on 
Greece and the long dispute over Cyprus. 1 
' . Acting Cypriot: President GiafkoS ; 
Clerides, 55, who took-over for rebel 
president Nicos .Sampson Tuesday, 
-premised new elections "within the riext •' 
•few months" and said Makarios was free: 
tp run for president. . v 
™ Karamanlis' recognition of Makarios 
was a stunning reversal ot~ the ^nti-' 
Makarios policy espoused by |the Greek 
•military junta, which relinquished its 
prdw^r "Tue'sday amid " widespread-
^.discontentover its handling of the crisis. 
IN NEW YORK, where Makarios was 
^7j,ressing t}ie U.N- tp help restore him to 
power, a- spokesman, for. the archbishop-
fe^said, ' • 
fjpjl "The statement made" by thei'Greek 
^foreign minister ... with regard to the 
status of AchbishQp . Makarios on being 
#S£-the president Of the Republic of Cypnis; 
proves that Karamanlis government 
&in Greece fully.; supports the rfe-: 
1 establishment of a Constitutional order -
in Cyprus in accordance With the 
^relevant resolution of the United Nations. 
"T7' Security Council." 
Athenians danced in the streets.'^ 
$$4^&*celebrate: the restoration of civilian-
^government from the military junta 
fnwhlch selzed power in April, 1967, and 
m 
mm 
Turkisharmy-umt-moves-qlongq country rood n»r»r Ky renin, 
Constitutional Convention 




''"The Constitutional Convention met for? 
15 minutes Wednesday before:recessing., 
: to allow, the'Committee on Submission':; 
'and Transition to meet. 
The committee is responsible for' 
tpreparing resolutions to submit the. 
proposed state charter to voters for 
approval. In the last wedk, three 
resolutions of the committee have been--
rejected! by the convention. 
Two of the resolutions, which require a-
•two-thirds affirmative vote to pass, have , 
received less, than ̂ majority support of': 
the delegates. The third resolution, voted"' ^tlater: exiled King. Constantine. 
Chiccmo Solons Urge 
i.fpiti- '• ••• . , 
,:on Tuesday) ' received 96. ayes and jT8 
noes. 25 votes, awqy frAm > 
• two-thirds. -1* _ , 
Committee Chairman Nelson Wolff of 
San Antonio told the convention 
Wednesday the committee had-met 
following Tuesday's defeat! "We still 
.yfeel the resolution is the best we could 
'offer to the .convention," Wolff said. 
« By a vote of' 8-4, the committee 
•Ktfecided Tuesday to inform the 
• convention that. Tuesday's proposal was 
iv the best it could offer but that it would be -
' willing to continue seeking compromise. 











'Amflri wearing a  Nixon mask i* mcorttd by police down the ttepi in front ofCo-chairpersons -of the Mexican-. 
"the Supreme Court Puildin^{u*t before the «ourt'^Miecirioiv.WedneMlay, i^i American JLegislatlva , Caucus are 
•* --seeking a reconsideration by Atty Gen" 
*"•*'' John-Hill of his FViday opinion relaxing' 
state agencies'-affirmative action pUtns 
mi concerningemploymeptdiscrimtaation. 
Repsf- Carios^lViian of Corpus Christie 
gg andrt.i:;V|ile bfSan ^t(^6demaiuied; 
Wednesday tliiat Gov; Dolph Briscoe take 
J"strongand imm^teteaction^tesolvei 
, . , — »»7fc' the impact of the opinion.". T$e£ 
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Special • ,3; " ' 'fgtti legislators recommended cutting off 
* prosecutor Leon Jaworski stepped " WASHINGTON (Upi) — Even^before - state funds' to agencies practicing any 
thrbugh the huge doors of the Supreme Chief-Justice WarrenTE. Burger finished. • kind of discrimination. • I 
Court Wednesday to thunderous applause. reading the Supreme Court's historiq - t>0 npjnj^n of-striking-
"'-J J "• *«_:_• __J:- from the Appropriation Act for 1974 and* 
1975 a rider requiring state agencies, to. 
have affirmative action plans tor provide 
equal employment op{k>rtunity. Hill left 
intact the sectiqn 'stating "no 
appropriated funds be expended by 
napnri^fhnfnp»rtipoHiikr^minnf irth-
Jaworski Cheered 
After Court Ruling 
> ' 1 ' 'S r-
urging that they carry a program ofj, 
nondiscrimination^ he said, 
= ; There have been complaints ,} 
alleged distiriminauoh4 in -Texas agencies:,! 
to the U.S. Egual- Employments 
Opportunity Commission, and in 22 caseSi 
the complaints have been "found valid,"! 
Truan said. There -have' been 2t| 
complaints to the Governor's Equal# 
Employment Opportunity Office, but the. 
oqly action that can be taken at that level 
now;is conciliatory,.Truan said. : 
There must be regulation at the state-; 
•level, Vale added. 
. M_-4the 
of4--' 
committee Wednesday afternoon offered 
suggestions concerning tnfure " 
resolullonii, and'ouuuy directed their— 
^remarks; to thfe tight t<v work proposal , 
"contained in the resolution as a separate 
proposal. . ' 
, Rep. Joe Salem of Corpus Christi said, 
I don't believe right to Work belongsJn _ 
constitution. I'll 'vote against._aify 
i resolution containing right to work until, 
l-freezes-aveF-^' ^ Vi§|§ 
Rep. Matt Garcia._.of San Antonio'^"® 
suggested-rthe.: committee submit a" 
' resolution Sfith - the bas;c document and" Vs 
the separate proposals on limited county-.;, 
home "rule and a prohibition on pari-.,^«p 
mutuel enterprises. ' '4>"-4 
"There are enough supporters of these ^JI 
"\ other separate proposals to guarantee^ 
passage of such a resolution,". Garciai|?^ 
said. 
• Bep. Ben" Bynum, of: Amarilio,, a 
member of the Committee, said he was.J.y;.! 
:: going to make two.motioris m the panel.- Hs'1 
"I am going to make al motion to.. 
_ suBmironly~tlie~basicTiocuiiient. to thef^n 
TOnventfottraind-a-motion-to-submit the-'yV 
'third resolution, without right to wOrk,'h^ 
Bynum said.- . J ... . . - %"X$: 
But the committee recessed until 7^30 ^ 
p.m., before Bynum offered the motions, ̂ -, 
in an effort to hear more • testimony,^ 
before deciding on another resolution, 
Nixon Decision Praised 
from a' crowd that lined the building's . ruling Wednesdayrihe^official radio 
marblfe steps in j),'"U" and spilled-out ' voice of-"the U.S. government was telling 
onto the sidewalks. . the -worid President Nixon had been, 
-•"I feel right good over what v ordered to surrender more tapes related;-, 
happened," said the Houston lawyer,-4.Kto the Watergate affair. 'i, 
who had just won a major victory over / Records, at the Voice of .America"'. 






.cllEeople. are-irustrated because the.i;. 
matters are not taken to court," Truan 
.said; "We must do what needs to-bel 
done,'J,h'e said. ) 
ijs David Kendall, opinions committee: 
-chairman of *the .attorney 
general's office, said Wednesday no 
.-reconsideration . request had been 
but the opinion would 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Barry 
'Goldwater, who . had warned that' 
presidential defiance of the Supreme 
Court. might increase the chances of 
impeachment; "said Wednesday night 
President Nixon's ^decision to comply. 
a$$ "should be reassuring to people." 
Butthe Arizona Republican declined to 
specullte on wTietfilr the-President's 
^compliance would stem .impeachment 
isigl 
M 
touted their congratulaiions: even "' broadcasts* in 35 different languages^," 
before Jaworski left the pillar- began transmitting a fuller report on its' 
supported, drapery-Uned chamber where- - inajor worldwide .'^English broadcast; 
the hfgh tribunal delivered Its 8-0 .- circuit. . ^ > 
decision that Nixon must yield 64 tapesJames' Keoghi- director of the U.Sr;-
for use in the Watergate cover-up trial, ^" Information Agencyv-outlined the VOA 
YOUNG AND old alike surrounded ' policy on .Watergate news this Wjiy 
^ American Bar and Trial Lawyers "I decided at the outset that ... we 
Association7 asr he signed autographs would report the essential story "fairly 
Vrith a red felt pen on a pillar in the great, and factually. We should not deal in' 
hall, rumor, hearsay or speculation or 
Then the silver-haired lawyer madef^fanonymous accusations. 
his way into the wedge-shaped crowdT%& tvWhile.the".:story is'often reported in-
• vyith Phllip A. Lacoyara, who helped^m ̂  extreme terms in some countries, we try? 
drgue the case before the court" lfr^iaysj "xto place it in perspective. In explaining 
agq; James F. Neal, his chief Watergate^ /what is happening in'the United States, 
trial lawyih; and Jill Wine Volner,-an'i>'|we try to make the point to others that 
.. assistant-prosecutor, holding his eibows^swhat they are seeing is a free press and a 
-t^There was near pandemonium. .—.free society working opt a problem." u 
Strip Mining limits jr 
Approved, by House 
'[ WASHINGTON r(UPl) — The House extraction by giant shovels, has been 
v- voted. Wednesday to prohibit strip prevalent mqstly in Appalachia" antF"' 
mining of-coal-where it would adversely- - Midwest states, but recently has movfd 
-affect ancient,western seabeds whiqh„_„tQ th^ coal-rich Great Plains, _ ^ 
now are arid areas l>ut put off final , ^ 1972 ^ House Dassed a ste|D 
action on the broad xegulatory bni until bU1 by a vbte ofe^TuTthr 
inursaay. nn, r measure died when the Senate adjourned, 
Rep. EWnKE,Evans, p^pto.jiressed . wJUlout moo^ .• 
for the seabed amehdment, - arguing-f— —rTrr~_rr"'»~sir^v 
preservation of rthe so-called alluvial--" ^ Tf|,e energy .cr,sis "'""ted 
valJey floors was '"'critical to the future , ^wgtesStOnal,support, and a substitute -
economic stability^ the mountainous' . 5'1' P^se out all strip mining was -
-West'< because oi ranching andr^gQfeatedJast week. . 
agrioulture., , - ' • L " - r/a^ippone*piS of a strong blll^aKlalby^r^ 
-V^he amendment; adopted 64-2 on ^massive:coal and oil Industty, lobbying -
division vote; would require guaranteed effort, Tuesday1 weakened a major-
protection fox^u.dti areas.before mining-;zrpR|vlsion^ jepfringThal 'fflrsturbied lands'?: 
—permlta wetw issued. , _ ,Av" ~ be restored to -their "approximate 
.Before a yot^onilnal baapage) majplr - -.joviginal contour.;* « ', / • 
"attemptslwers expeciM -to amend!- - By a 2*3-193 vote> theHousepermitted " 
provisions regardig^ rights .of surface ,,Impropriate fegulatory agencies 'to 
owners,' imposltton of asevej-antfe tax ttf,waive that restoration pirovision,„ t 
"reclaifn abandoned'lancis and a move to ,<> In the coramjttee,bill,^u'ci^exceptions' . 
exemptJinlhr&cSte mining from the, bill: (S{ were Hmited to industrial, commercial, 
The.Senatei)verwhelmingly.PiBSsed its' ^ r.esid,en,tl4t^-"or jiub'i'lc facility | 
__yersien o^the^bill in October. development. An artiendment was •, 
"" -s-—-- - --—^^Trf'scrfipingolf 'appi»^etf;-hotyever^addingagritfuHur^U s, Strip [pining, a proe&ss 
IQietwMif toe: 
action, plan^,". Truan said. Th^gdvernor 
should issue am^mO to all statemgencies 
news 
when a request waslr 
ert Hardesty,'_Briscoe's press; 
was noFprepared Wednesdayf 
to comment on action the governor 
mlj^t take; 
sentiment in Congress. "There's no way. 
of knowing," he told a reporter: 
"I think the fact that-he has decided to 
comply means he believes that no~mdn 
can. be above ;the law, and- that fact 
be^r^shouid - be—reassuring- to- people,--
Goldwater said. 
. Vice-President Gerald -R. Ford said 
' Nixon "has demonstrated his respect for 
-the law" in: his-conipliance-and noted,. "I._ 
had repeatedly urged Uiat the President 
abide by the Supreme Court decision^",1 
Senate .Republican Leader Hugh Scott 
said: "I'm ^lad ttat'tte President has:;-fe 
complied with fiie Supreme Court, a.~jS 
.judgment, that" I long _haVe^been 
advocating." , 
. Rep. Ogden R. Reid, D-N,Y., palled for-'~j&' 
speedy pi-esidential compliance^i-^ 
declaring: ''I am very disturbed bv-the" "• 
~very cle^TmplicaticSlh (Presidential 
lawyer! Mr.. James SU Clair's statement :! 
. that this may take an inordinate length 
of time." ' - • -, - >3f 
. ; Reid added that the decision should "'in#{s 
. no.-ca"se"- delay the impeachment':-#-
- proceedings of-the; House Judiciaryjs^ 
- Committee. , _ L. '*"$ 
Nixon's decision to comply with the- \ 
historic court ruling came after a chorus 
of Democrats and Republicans in::l| 
.-.Congress Jiad warned Nixon would face: ;4, 
certain impeachment unless 7he'^" 
complied *>. ^ 
-Reinecke Refused Defense Witnesses. 
w* •M 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -r- The trial judge Wednesday denied Caiiforma 
Lt. Gov. Ed Reinecke's request for two special defenss witnesses in his 
•perjury- trial atfd +i— 
process. 
v 1 
• repeatedly reprimanded Reinecke's lawyer, in the. . '.'no alternative" but to der IS 'SiiS "bera1 demands continues. 
. • '.* - • • XJ b "\Tivz\nV 
J*Iixoa*s:1xes.ignation -'at this time." 
But in a critical review: of Nixon's alleged maneuvering for support in 
his impeachment struggle, McClure said Senate conservatives will have 
mand resignation if the pattern of giving in to 'M 
not interrupt the court when the court is talking," U.S. Dist. Judge 
Barrington Parker shouted at de(etfse-couhsel Jairies E. Cox when Cox 
rose, to challenge 'Parker's ruling. _ _ 
TOe simmering hostility between barker and Cox burst info IKeopen in'. 
the nmth day pi Reiuecke!s trial when Parkerdenied Cox' request to call 
a physician atid a semanticist-r- an expert in the meaning of words to.. 
'testify in- Reinecke's behalf. . 
•Reinecke is charged with lying to the Senate Judiciary Committee in 
W2 when he1 told Sen. Hiram Fong, R-Hawaii, he'had not told .former 
z Atty "Gen." John Mitchell about an offer by ITT to help finance the 
:^prospe^^^^{)U^a?i^ftioi^^g^goni^^^^^^^^^p[iberi^ 
Senate Approves Education Bill-
_ -_WASHIN6TON^ (UPI) r- Hife Senate Wednesday passed aYid sent to the 
, House "a compromise education bill over abjections that it did not go far-" 
" 
He said Nixon's ''ability to govern effectively and to lead at all" has 
come "into, sharp question >. 
At a rieW&conference, McClure said he has learned that Nixon will sign 
a bill creating the: Legal Services Corporatiorfi'bitterly opposed by 
conservatives.-iM ?>**" « 
, Oil Demand Pushes Market Up 
NEW YORK (UPI) — Demand for oils, sparked by spectacular second f 
quarter earnings, highlighted a,modest advanc_e,on the New yt)rk,Stox:kv , 
Exchange Wednesday. . r'," > 
The Dow Jones industrial average gained 8.05 to 805.77, the first time 
since July 1 the Widely followed index closed above the 800 level. Standard 
& Poor's 500-stoCk index climbed 0.34 to 84.99. The average price of an 
NYSE commonpShare advanced 12 cents. Advances topped declines, 798 to 
574, among the 1,755 issues traded. "-'3 , 
* f n £ j,* -«S* 
^|i|Volunie totaledJ2,870,000 shares, compared with-12, 199,000 Tuesday. 
i?noilgh4o curb co^ordered school busingi^-r^.,-,L .. - - .. f ^  ,  
^  ^  \ t V - P r i c e s  c l o s e d  h i g h e r  i n  m o d e r a t e  t r a d i n g  o n  t h e  A m p n c a r l ^ t o c k  
An effort by Sen. James -D. Allen, D-Ala.,lo return the measure to"aT"^7Exchange, jjje average AMEX share gained" 6 c'ehts. VolumeJotaled 
conference committee''with orders to 
antibusing lanKUage was defeated 55-42 
7|̂ Fhe measure then was^as^Lon a roll < i -
t .include tough House-passed , 1,570,000' shares, compared-with 1,390,000 Tuesday. r 
il call vo-teMaPilfMutscheri Ruling Delayed Until Fall:'^j^^§ 
es 'A. - McCluFe," WASHINGTON 
AlJS^l£t-(JqES e .'.appeal of fortner House Speaker Gus F. 
Mutscher frorflJbiis^tonvic'tion for'hritery.coiBpiracy in the Sharp_%wn 
j-i*wi]l not be rulejl upon until tiiis fall.' . ' 
Court of Criminal Appeals Wednesday recessed .until Sept. 18 
\ issuing a decision oni,he Miitscher case. ' / - - su. 
'Wednesday'Wat Senate coftsetyatives like himself*may haveio^demand Mutscher, former aide §/Rush McGinty ai)d ex-Rep, Tommy Shannon 
/t^AcirfAnt•- .n'A*tniM4riJ..U1vtnn<AknnnAVlitt*ii( nn. Mownk \ A ^ \  0*70 -President Nixpn's resignation if Nixon'keeps "pjaying "impeachment 4 , of Fort *Worth 'were convicted by an-Abilene jury* on arch 14/1972, of 
politics" by curryipg tavof with liberate, •' ' •. ,* ^ conspiring to accept a bribe,.from Houston financier Frank W. Sharp in 
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fqr  fun andprof i t  
*Vlf you happen to go to Hippie Hollow sotttr-and if you^feappen to be 
dressed in nature's.splendor and if you happen to be euphorieally supplied, 
you might peer over your shoulder once in a while: Some strange people •<•'• 
vcnay be joining your, party. 
te Certain county officials have been thinking about a good-ole raid for the 
Commanche Trail area on Lake Travis. These fine, God-fearing people 
say they want to stop the nudity and the drug traffic there, not-to mention 
the possible firfrarmq i^arrvfflp and. par 1i»rgianzmg: Everyone-knows - : A 
these things only happen at Hippie Hollowr' ' * "" ' 
hgR£».«if Wftfi the crrnien-atenstng higher every d^y in-IVavis^ounty^ymLmust 
,fe r wonder why the county is worrying about protecting us from those awfltl 
fi'iskinny^dippers. Sheriff Raymond Frank didn't used to worry abo'ut such •' 
•^things. Is he now? 
1 " Well, there is an interesting point about this raiding notion: the plans 
^ didn't involve Frank: He wasn't even told about- the raid until reporters 
"7 / asked him about it " v . 
i, ^ "I certainly do not feel this is necessampFrank said, when he learned 
• - the proposed raid - "'There will be no action from my department unless 
^s!we receivedistress signals (from county pffiqials, not bathers). I feel this 
raid plan was prompted to embarrass me." ' • ' 
v* The raid plan can only embarrass its planners, those constables who are 
going behind Frank's back. The main culprit is Gene Collier, Precinct 2 
' ; constable, and he is doing this for one.of two reason's. Either he feels the 
ij-$;s;sHuation is so morally, disgusting that something must be clone, or he is 
" talcing a political move so that he can t'Uff against Frank in the next 
, • election 1 _ ' , 1 • 
.The raid, as Frank knQws and Collier doesn't, is useless. Na matter how 
'|^an|f;deputies ro^m the hills of Commanche Trail, they can-never- stop.vi^ 
•neonle from rinin? th*» npfRfTnaT.vTr*A<5 ttfev onihv - -
MM n 
p pl   doi g e persorial^vlces h y e joy: 
jvjtut the raid will come about, and it will be by plainclothes officers (you 





'Right to work' issue, 
abusedby Randall 
By LARRY BALES 
Editor's note: Bales i»,ji Travis" 
County state representative and is a 
delegate, to-the -Constitutional 
Convention.) 
- - It-Is one thing, to state and defend a 
- position in a forthright manner, even an 
-unpopular or unreasonable one. It is-
quite another to play'into the handg of 
the opposition thrcftigh sheer ineptitude. 
; An example of the latter was the 
.column of Mr. F.* Truman Randall 
entitled "Right to Work and Other 
- Fables." From the title-of the. cblumn. 
•nnn iirnii|H oypor-t jr» ha'trM what a hflf>ll<! 
issue" •'ngKt to wbrkTiifaliy isT That It isj 
aothiifomnre ttiatLaiaiselv paternalistic 
"" £& 
attempt by big business/Republican 
: interests • to hamstring the'- collective'' 
bargaining power of working people. 
That-it is an attempt to :prevent 
• employe's " from voting.. to- assess 
themselves a fee to pay'the cost of 
. bargaining for higher wages and other, 
^benefits. By the title, one might expect 
to be" told of The hypocrisy ofremployers 
who arbitrarily deprive people of the 
."right to''work" because of their 
grooving habits and who .turn around to 
"defend"- the 'trightito work" of some 
employes against other employes. 
But Mr. .Randall's title was 
misleading. In addition, much of what he 
thought was fact, or passed-Wf a? fact, 
calendar committee and it never 
to a floor vote. In the second place,).tp | 
suggest tliat'labor not attempt to.obtaiip 
union security (through the agency shop) ' 
is to suggest that labor ought to be"! 
satisfied to bargain against «the| 
~tremendous power of corporateLfv-, 
management with one hand tiedT>ehid4:fl|i-: 
"its back. Union security agree/nenfs^" 
have, proven to be powerful weapons! 
against giant corporate bargaining 
strength in more progressive states® 
' .-where they are allowed." 
•_ In. addition; to hi? mistake about the 
fate of the agency shop bill, Mr. Randal) 
"was"serlousiy mistaKen in nis commentl 
I on my legislative record . He reported 
J conversation. whicin Tjeverhad with' 
unknown "associate." In it I w 
accused of- being: insincere in my°attai 
on the document that some people hoj 
• to pass off as a new constHiitiopfl 
- Perhaps Mr. Randall would need mongf 
than.the-highway. fund; so called 
to work," - a negative environments 
—stateinent-andlaxloopholes-ioEtiml 
barons, to he able-to sincerely attack „ 
-document, feut.that was enough for mi 
In addition, relying on J^ke pickle^ 
• capipaign.propaganda, he accused me * 
sponsoring House Bill 569. Had fy 
bothered to check or to report the fac 
he would have reported that 1had no pi 
of that bill's sponsorship: 
was in -fact puFe fabFieation^His-ar-ticle-^^--Ifc is not-ordinarilyna^custom-to rls 





won'k A raid.,will definitely happen." 
r--Watch put. 
was an attempt to chastise the cause- of 
Texas' working-people and some of us 
'whdvsuppoft^tlwrii.r He blames, labor for 
bringing this onslaught -Of blg business 
upon itself by "attempting to pass an 
agency shop bill in the last session. He 
says-the-billlost-on^he^floGr.-In-thefirst—further—jeopardized_hy_Mr-, 
place, the^biU was kept.bottled ,up in abuse. - — 
vr 
strengthening . weak commentary bjt 
repeating it. But - in addition to myjfv 
personal stake in the truth; it is essentl^®f. 
that the cause of Tejtas working peopled; J 
aridr for. that -matter^-4he- continued^*|i| 





After approval of the Ninth Street extension by City Council last-week, 
•itwouldappear that.neighborhood groipsarenoteffective.tJutnowtftere7 
Movie review falls 
ffrloQ Hn© * 
: . is another milit^ fighting city hall, and this lime it deals-with homeland 
jnsteariTjfcparkland^ 
To the editor: / 
Mr. Daniel Saez, 
again^ !-Once-
obj.ectLvely 
yoa;have done it 
WF1** g.:J' This^problem is the Fiesta Garden expansion project ; The city, wants 
r' -more room behind its special events parkland on Town Lake for parking 
and picnic tables,. It would be fine if there didn't happen to be a 
review, a form of 
entertainment. While trying t to' avoid 
categorizing the- movie,' '"'Uptowir 
Saturday-Night" aa a blael^niovi&T^you-
l , 
.community already there, ; 
It appeared the entire comrminitv would hav« wfeovClnd so the East* 
beat around the bush just to say it was a 
ip-black cultural movie. 
:®^ It appears that you analyzed' this 
movie as a good black'movie instead of 
.^an hilarious, comedy. performed. by 
Town Lake Citizens Committee was formed' to question "the city's-. > ... _ ., . „ . ^ •, v.;'*?naa been performed ny talented white 
V priorities. Said Jesse Segoma, the presideht of the citizens' group, Wej^entertainers would it have been 
Ifjunderstapd the city has the power of eminent domain. We-just want the"<;%} categorized as simply very, yety 
Uptowii 
. comedy 
^ that. offers'- Clean entertainment. for all 
' ages. It is void of profane language,-skc 
and dnigs,-and is a box bffjes success. In': 
Sae2,it is more than 
_ v.ery, veryfnnriy 
fliovifef' Larry Newman 
.mm-
of- emergency medical treatment in 
Austin. HJts answer has^ I believe, proved - • 
to4jlur essential—_ 
^distinctions which the public -must 
understand in order to evaluate the 
"" proposals for the new-service—Mr^— 
-Albrecnt-has given force t'o my original 
. concern; 'that for political and business < 
reasons the public would be 
systematically misled. 
In .-San. Antonio the firemen 
paramedics receive 40Q hours of medical 
training by physicians, as opposed to .72 
hours' in Austin; They operate under the n -
direct supervision of. a physician linked : : 
to them by radio so that they are able to n 
__JtxiilSOTit-,. 
II 
sno r t^of^o bj ect i vi ty| 
admini-s teg„... drugs-, t r &.n sin i t- ithat-the 72-hour course amounts to .little 
electrocardiograms-and other vital signs ,£'«;more-than advanced first aid. 
The question is !hot whfether the I ̂ regarding-the impending impeachment? 
present service is better than the old, but .& "'* We art not rid1 of Him yet, not by any ? 
-whether:it needs'to be even •• better and means. A strong bipartisan vote is need-;! 
more' soplusticated" tnan ii is. 'iiie net , ed hi Uie ltoase^fudicia^-ConBmittee-to: 
cost to operate the qew service -will nojt' ^ insure a substantial mar^n of safety inf#^;, 
-exrecdAwfl tn thrpe dollars pgr paplta -~",the House bf Representatives' impfeach^Sii 
with allowances for inflation. I for one^imeht balloQirg. VotesToTtmp^ehTHentf^l 
"wilFglaHiy suiter alax mcrease iorthtf'V^-fioiii Judiciaiy-Gommittee-Republia ' " 
purpose. • could go ajong way in legitimizing • 
. I am ^lso informed-that some of the - impeachment campaign in the eyes ul^> 
ambulance. crews have much more other House members. Thus;- strong;^ 
training and experience than is required pressure isneeded immediately-;! 
fpr certification under the'present state-i-^Concernedpersons.should write, call, o"r| 
.program.'I regret any personal hurt tnyg^g; telegraph the following judiciary^ 
original: letter; may have caused •TT.1_iui=-r«»*. 
'individuals, but I stand by my assertion^ 
iadvantage of the majority, Most--people'never see Fiesta\Gatdens. Bnt.« 
I^.again, some of the homes are fn the backyard of»Fiesta Gardens , V„ 
So a comprojnise seems to be in order. And Councilman Jeff Friedmanf1 
.-^.ever ready with his mayoral-connected plans, seems to have comeup with 
^'^something that should satisfy both sides. AfferTneetiifgr^lttr'the-
ouu ui uga, uu d ct uu 
my estimation,Mr. « 
just a "...simply, 
moviei"!'! 
by radio-telemetry,, carry out cardjac 
defilbrillation: (electric shock),: 
i administer replacements for lost body 
fluids and-many.other techniques which 
Mr. Albrecht's crews may notlegally do 
and which they-ar'e not presently doing; 
Robert J. Macdonald : 
LBJ School of Public Affairs:1. 
Republican swing votes: Hamilton FD 
-Jr. (N.Y:), Henry P. Smith (N.Y.)_ 
-Lawrence Hogan (Md.), William Coheji;' 
(Maine),- Thomas, Railsback (IH.jl 
eRobeh--McClofy-(Ill.}iHaroIdFroehlich,;, 
s (Wis.) and Caldwell-Butler (VS.). 
Impeach who?/ 
To the editor: ̂  , >" -
Has- this campus become corablacent 
Jit 
Mi 
neighborhood group and viewing the homesites, he has arrived with a ' (^ 
f
solution that he plans to present to the council Thursday : 1) expansion of •?; v„ lfTtpr.6SS6cl by FrCKlk 
F i e s t a  G a r d e n s  o n l y  t o  t h e  s o u t h  s i d e  o f  B e r g m a n  A v e n u e  ( w h i c h  m e a n s  T o  t h e  e d i t o r : » 4  
w  t h e  r e l o c a t i o n  o f  m a y b e  s i x  o r  s e v e n  h o u s e s ) ; a n d / 2 )  a  r e l o c a t i o n  p l a n  t h a t - O o - a - ' r e c e n t '  
will provide adequate funds for those affected people to m<jve. iS^'wcnt to visit our son who happens to be in 
Questions must arise concerning the Acquisition of even one street. The , e ''ra.v!isr ^ounty as _f ,res"lt of ® j 
south side of the roaifcannofc bejBSd for picnic tables,-onVforparkfngrSo^r^^Ht/^Ra^ond-Frtmt'^'i^6^ 
you have to decide whetherrseven homes'are v^orth 30 parking places.' paramedic, Robert Hirsch. ' 
But the relocation suggestion seems to be the most important part of We are most grateful and appreciativie 
Friedman's plan. Right now, the relocated residents wbuld get bottom i oi the understanding and consideration 
money for their houses, since the "price of the homeS'are based on marketshov?n ui -by. ®h,eriff ^ 
ji price. In this case, the homes are considered ghettp lev.el, which meansH/ ^ram'edicjor Uie^mates^welfart. ? 
V the residents would receive too little money -to find a similar" home it is encouraging to know that 
elsewhere in Austin. 
"s . Under Friedman^s proposal, the relocated residents would be paid the 
difference of the market price and what it would cost to move to another 
part of AustinMt woold be set up as.a city relocation fund. much like the 
federal system for the same problem. - t 
?|!|-'Some .people out there are being offered; $6,000 to $8,500 for homes'^? 
which they can't find anywhere^else in Austin,for the same price,'7"^ 
Friedman said. "The market price is under what is reasonable. And if thesfe 
city is going to move the residents^ we should make up the difference. '' 
Friedman's' plan^sounds much fairer than others by. the council. Still; ^ 
before this proposal is passed, the city should justify destroying the seven 
hwries in the first place-, But-rafter seeing"examples of city justification 
in the Ninth Street case—the citizens arould be lucky 'to get Friedman's, 
compromise. " *. 
helping hand is extended to the' inmpte 
and his family: To these gentlemen we 
are very grateful. " , 
The comftiunity is-fortunate., to have 
such hlgli caliber people m such sensitive 
position's. • 
and Mrs. Edward Ulatowski 
^'3 ' Franklin Park; til. 
Austin Ambulance, 
To the editor: - n '''! 
, I am grateful to Mr; Kenneth' Albrecht 
of Austin Ambulance Service tyr 
replying to my letter about the standards 
w-,y-» 
George H. Patdral), | 
120S Lorrain St 
The GOP members ore ready to continue the impeachment investigation... 
f jiMjk 
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Thriftihears sirenlsongio.f profit 
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN W' 
®1974, King Features Syndicate ^ 
> WASHINGTON - With something like 
*$6S0 :billion sittings in savings an4 loan 
associations and savings banks — the 
'companies which ^are not subject to • So large is the demand for investment 
i-banking regulations>s Citicorp,i-As: First* capital that gentlemen like Walter 
National's holding company is called, not < Wrist ofr, Citicorp's chairman, 'is. 
- only owns the bank but & number of other ? % defending his plan 'with word? of a 
... - finance-type businesses.' - ?S?populist, Nadrfesque hue: "Itis difficult 
',thrift4nsUtutlons"-rit was a matteriif jt is Citicoro which is loaning the - to believe that in today's value system, 
time before the glass and stainless steel ^y,arg6'to get depositors to evacuate the wlth Congress constantly concerned 
dinosaurs would' remember all that (j,r|ft institutions. Its method Is to sell - about *he treatment of consumersj that 
- iiPtes, mleemabie every six months,,} l would seriously 
With their customary greenback swamps ' thar'^rd" oafa" fluctoaUng Vnteresi " adyance 0,6 ^esis that large investore: 
dryfng up and their need-for casfew evfei1 -ff- rjte V OTTT somehow entitled to a higher return 
•pp. urgent7"lhey~Woirld 'inevitably -rr '1. zd: .on their money than the consumer." 
recollect'tliat other needs ctfuld be For the first period, the proposed ratfe-. - - •-
-? urgent7"they-" 0'Uld'iTievitabl -
satiified if they could get at the billions would be 9.7 percent, which should bring , 
^enosited-in the" thntt InsatuJuim "f mnnwr.QHl Of^Bgofile'S ..pjggy 
government-regulated" low ,interest , banks- Chase ManhatUui hasju|hpedin7" 
rates. , '-A.with |250.million if wanfs-to jwddle while 
- Seven-and-a-half percent is the most 3^her J^e the Flrstmark Corp in 
you can get .at* a savings and loan 4?'-Suffa'° ;an4. Sari Fjancisco.'s 
association, and - then only if your''ijiI^fiMamrenca Corp.-are* onthe scene, 
promise to leave your dough there for^-i witn variants of the.same basic scheme,,-. 
su&denly decries thift per^ 
borrow money to buy a house at interesl 
rates well un^er "the primg rate" fol 
corporate and industrial borrowers they 
'mention on TV every so often. The 
Citicorp. nbtes;wouldsu(±thatWh^ out 
of low interest housing and into higll 
: . You can argue that might not be abu_ 
idea; The mbney would-ge "to increase 
industrial -capacity^ while lowering^ 
, ' - — ... - consumer demand, all of which, would beJ^-
As convincing as this new Wall Street ' antiripflatlontfryand itafrfcfore healthyj^^ 
jtfiamploh of the little man may be, there . but the people who argue this way 
are^feW-CTttchesr-Ri'ahtbf-QE^wrongliL-. 1 usuallv.-«re-the4>eopleTwho-alr(»aiiy ba^.& 
we have built an enormous system of all they, need, artteyxan-affoS-to-tell-
savings instjttttlohs by making it others- to wait while be build new 
lawfully impossible, for Wriston's factories that will eventually bring'the 
consumers to get the aa'me return as c prices dowm ' -
m 
vmiiciiict, udviu jnusv . to   ':=- w,ul h«<iiii3 i uie-sdrn  oaa  bGneme^ ^j Wriston'sJarge investors. This was okay 
B B i f W  U ,  W  . . t o g -  t t a .  
at the 
people who see the purchasing power of^.' l'get much higher interest rates thanl.wwU - _ A . , .. . , 
- their life's work eyapbratingsre an easy Vs-t?savers. Did yoii- mow If -you have.i- But masslv? „disintermediatlon, which 
mark ior any deviqe. that appears safe^-iJSlOO.'OOO deposit in a-ba£k, you can,gb in is ibankerls Word for 
' and projnises to help their savings retain^?',rand negotiate ah interest rate? The euy withdrawing your mttney arid patting it 
value, • \ " 'g/^witft $5,000, ejther has to inyest where - J^ewhere, could pu('the yqung famiUes 
' ,The great-commercial banks ane'V there-is'gtfeat risk^'or accept the low of .America In pup tents in the parjieven 
lifplt^dlto a somewhat tower^amount ofc^y r$tes offered JSy savings institutions. Or,' |f it doesn't bankrupt some of ouNavings 
The1 Citicorp idea has caught the',? 
government with no policy on th •" 
question, The bank has been asked to 
g^and— 
biggies huddle7unforftna^T™lr#i^ 
their huddliiig about something that will^ 
T directly affect'the Uves of millions of'ustS| 
has been,in prlvate. Not;that it wouid^S 
.make any;difference if they were mori 
•candid'in pi}bllcnvh«ti men llkiSetef 
W(Iliam Prqxmire of Wisconsin and Re!p| 
\SM 
vn wtxity (JMP.: I«u< 
m aih and Wliiln and A  r j  t l r . C T n c r  
- • 
interest- that they can^ay ydiion sttvihgsi'; 
but the accounts, 
aye tried evfldeJhla restriction 
ayttbwUltotf^bgassb^^ iNational Utv Bank 
__ _ , l% 
%&$ IP >$5£# 







^r-T'i standards $ ' 9* 
|The ambassador? 
„ - By DAVID S. BRODER 
• -" "1974, The Washington Post' 
Company - : 
• WASHINGTON - Rep. 
- ' Charles E. Wiggins, R-Calif., 
- the exceptionally gifted -
lawyer who has emerged as 
.-.;; President. Nixon's most. 
• effective defender on the 
House Judiciary Committee, 
„ was rehearsing some of his 
arguments one day last week; 
with a group of reporters who. 
had interrupted his newspaper 
reading in the speaker's lobby' 
off the' floor, of the House; 
One of the points he made 
went right to the heart of the 
. issue that the committee, the; 
.'•Congress and the nation must 
judge this week, as the public 
impeachment.debate begins. 
Tire conversation had 
proceeded for - some' time, 
• with the' Californian ; calmly 
rebutting each -of the. major 
' charges' against Mr, Nixon, 
when a reporter asked 
Wiggins if he were not 
somewhat 'troubled by the 
• over-all pattern of" ethical 
whatever judgment is made 
on Mr. Nixon will become the 
standard by. which future 
.presidents are guided, and. 
this is something' .equally 
importantlo keep in mind. : < 
v Any kind of action that 
•Congress sanctions on Mr. > 
Nixon's "part will be 
considered legitimate; by his 
successors in officfe —^who 
will, of a certainty, wish to. 
practice .-represented-J)y. the.i emploxthe full powers of that 
Nixon presidency. "Is , that : office to cope-with thejcrises 
what 
Ziegterisms: lying on the job 
^ yo.u.'d teach your 
children?"" he was askedt 
, That, said.Wiggins firmly, 
is precisely what is' not — aiid 
should not be — at issue in the 
^impeachment. proceeding. 
- MThp ConAtittLtinn_set_^a 
'I 
Tkach added that'he had warned the President not to go to the 5 
; presidential press- secretary . Ronald Zieglpr 
gincapable of telling the truth about the most mir 
By JACK ANDERSON 
- ©1974, United Feature/Syndicate''^ •:&&?> 
Despite all the Watergate lies tha't have backfired,: become dislodged and ^danger his lite 
still seems 
nor matters^ 
From, tune tQ-timeVwepublish a catalogue of .' '2iegleri5^3S^,., 
jas we cSll his'officlal falsehoods; Here is the latesU«diUoji;f 
• . • .. . ,, ... -i. ... . ' . • mtumii tua/u, nc icin/IKU UU VUIIU It, «> »CU Oy 
U A.year ago, we reported that (he White House kept a secret Capt. William J. Fouty, Chief of surgery at the Bethesda Nkvat 
blacklist of Republican senators who had displeased President Hospital, *nd Dr. Myer Rosenthal, head of the hospital's 
Nixon and who, forthwith, were demed White House invitations intensive Care Unit." • " 
and other courtesies. 1 " ... 
_. . ... , . ... . . ,. . 3) We broadcast over the Mutual radio network on Jurte 18 
T1LW« H°USe ,PUt 1Ut 3!!i"d,gna^1l1 th3t that the United States was preparidg.to sell pol.ce equipment to 
, W existed. Npw-our J>as been confirmed by poneother that, -H^vfeTs^efpolice, 6f all people. ' 
^v^iStEJhe former.WhiteJJiQUse, impresario uf dirty tricks;-Charles . ' r H 
' J" Colson h . Among the crime-fighting equipment American companies 
n , .. .. ., . , " .. . would offer to the KGB, we reported, were mobile crime labs'" 
On a tape made without his knowledge, Colson ?aid : A Wyely - metaidetectors, voice identification systems, detection desviceS 
girl.,, worked for me and maintained all those lists which were' , - ^ 
tniMtm nn din 'rtnnnnnnin lar»tn ' nannln «nlin (Knailfl nnf hn initUiul' 
standard," he said, "When it 
directed/.that the president 
could ' be. impeached and 
removed from: office only for 
ffybflcnn hriJ«rr»>W ntk&rlimh" 
of their days.- Any kind of 
action for which Mr.VNixon is 
impeached will be ravoided by 
-later presidents. -
...This is, . in short, a tirae 
when it. is both essential and 
•proper to define, in 
Middle East last nlonth, because the blood dot in his leg might, ^crim^ an^mTsdmSSore.'5" 
V »•< s^» i; v _ , . What Wiggins "was saying, in 
-This substantiates our re the Presidentwasinthe effect,was that those 
Middle East that a special medical team had been sent £o the defending the President 
Mediterranean as.an unprecedented precantion._ - --Y - " against impeachment do riot 
" "The five- an e jn," reported on June_14 "ikied b SscrS pSe^o^n 
any- way admirable in bis 
exercise .of the po\yers of his 
office. All they have to do is 
show that'he was not guilty of 
"treason, bribery, or • other 
.high crimes and 
'misdemeanors." 1 
The nbtion that Mr. 'Nixon 
should not.be judged - by a 
contemporary; circumstances,: 
the meaping' of that' phrase 
'•hi-gh . crimes'" "and" 
misdemeanors," -not just to 
see that Mr. Nixoii: is -judged 
fairly but Chat his successors-
are-guided right. 
; - To do so is not to violate the' 
Constitution^ but to carry out 
the exact intent of its 
- framers. : In: :the-Judiciary-
Committee's, little handbook, 
"Constitutional Grounds for 
Presidential Impeachment," 
published last February, and 
in the new.- paperback. 
"Impeachment," by Charles 
L. Black Jr. of the Vale Law 
School, the point is made 
repeatedly -that the • phrase 
"hig# crimes .and 
- misdemeanors'' was chosen 
to protect constitutional 
government • against gross 
abuse of power in whatever-
ways were seen.as dangerous 
by contemporary -legislators. 
• That is whal.'the"7anguage 
meant when it first, appeared 
in 1396, in the impeachment of 
the Earl of Suffolk, a-Toyai 
chaneellor. for failing to keep 
his promises .to- Parliament or.. 
to carry'out its ordinances. 
. It is because of that long 
history 
.conclude, with some 
"confidence." that: the "three 
tests of an impeachable 
offense are that it must be 
"extremely serious," that it 
• must tend to "corrupt or 
subvert the political and 
governmental process" and 
• that it must be "plainly wrong 
• in-itself-toaperson_of. honor, 
or to a good citizen; 
regardless of words on the 
statute books.'' 
51®!. 
No,such catalogue of * 
allegations has ever been > 
made against a . previous 
President- as now stands 
against Mr.- Nfxon: those 
charged against President 
Andrew Johnson ..were of a 
very different, and simpler, 
•character. .But- we cannot . 
- prove the negative proposition 
that no(such case could ever « 
. have been constructed against 
_a_ previous -President. ' 
Rather than-pursue that 
futile debate, we -can ask 
ourselves the.more important -
•que^tipn: Are .these 'actions ?5 
. the" kind we are willing to s. 
ac-c-ept- from -• -future 
presidents? For the judgment ; 
. on Mr. Nixon will set» "the ' . 
"we can 
expect from his successors. . 
"The question for Congress 
and the country is whether the-
use of the presidential office; 
detailed in the voluminous , 
evidence now;* assembled' is a 
.standard of behavior we can 
condone as a precedent for 
future occupants of that 
o f f i c e ,  o r  w h e t h e r  i t  
fundamentally corrupts the" 
political and governmental 
process. 
to-, .- • — i- . , . . ... . . .. .. ^ locate explosives and narcotics, electric arcs, anticar- • l,i8'ler standard than the 
^Tn^euOPPOn^-i!.S^' PeoP1® wh° would not be mvlted stealing devices, chemicals arid gas, equipment f or-tracing^-Constitution lays down or that 
e -  e  H o u s e ,  v  ̂  - • ^ 7 r : - i ; T * - ! - - i r - " f n i g e r p r i n i s  a n d  -  e q u i p m e n t - . t o _ p r o t e c t _ p e r s o n n e l _ a g a i n s t i . ' „ P a s t  P r e s i d e n t s  w e r e  
Thnsonn the "opponentslists^" said ColsonTwere "some giiys firearms * • expected "to meet is so-fajr-
"Ou'r're'port'was echoed-a month later hy.Sen. Henry Jackson, The° basic 
D-Wash. Ziegler immediately, denied it. He had spent an entfre^ PWg 
morning, he said, trying in vain to find out what Jackson, was 
talking about. Perhaps American companies want to sell the 
.Soviets "walkie-talkies or something,'; suggested 'Ziegler. 
Next day, the "story was confirmed, andZiefeier was caught'itt 
a n o t h e r  l i e .  - y - . '  ̂  * "  
o e o ^ ' i  l ' r ' ' ' u  
in the Senate"-who-iiad-annoyed-the-White-House:— -- ~ 
2) Earlier this-month, Ziegler.twice assured reporters that 
the phlebitis in President Nixon's left leg had resolved itself and 
that the President was "fme." ' " . 
This was cpntradicted later by both the president^ physician,^ 
(j Dr. Walter Tkach, and staff.chigf Gen. Alexander Haig, who 




American- believe that- you 
don't change rules in the 
middle of the game — that it 
is likely to be the, mainstay of 
the Nixon defense. • 
But it is also true that 
NELSON'S 
GIFTS 
4411 So, CeAftttt 
Hwm 444-3814 
ZUNI AND NAVAHO 
INDIAN JEWELRY 
MEXICAN .. 
IMPORTS — : . 
vOPtNTOp.m.»® 6 p.m.' 
"CITTS TUATINCREASB 
ry value" . • 
CLOSED MONDAY 
• Infill 
DENVER W LACKORN, D.D.S. 
announces the opening of his ' 
•• office for the practice of -----
genera! dentistry 
« ' at 
605..East See Caves Road 
Hours;: 8-5 Mon. thru Frf. 
. PHONE: 327-3184 
WHY WOULP SOME 6IRL 
WHO UVES IN A NICE HOUSE 
LIKE THAT l^ANTTOAfOtOOTEIt) 
AN0THINFPER5ON LIKE ME?. 
HER VOICE ON THE TELEPHONE 
"" ^PEO VEfW NICE-SHE'S 
3ABW REAL CUTE„U)Ea, 
THAT MEAN* THERE'S ONLY 
ONE TWINS FOR ME TO 0O.„ 
>1 
GHICKEN OUT 
THE MAXl-1. A new concept in one 
'bedroom split levels Lacae bedroom 
THE PACESETTER; The 
ultimate apartment- Split-level 
•living tn:a two bedrOom studio. 
; • Downslalrs, a fully electrii} kitchen wiih wafk-ln 
pantry and spacious living room lor entertain­
ing Upstairs, two large bedrooms and bath with 
walk-ins. Free living at its finest' 
and bath with a full study upstairs 
Downstairs, a spacious living area, en­
tertaining area and all electric kitchen 
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Your ON CAMPUS Student Store 
Weekdays 8;00 'til 6:00,^ 
Saturdays 9:00 /til 1:00 
Crossword Puzzler 
zm 
NEW HOUSING POLICY!! 
DEXTER HOUSE 





QCCUFANCYQN L Y 
,Sr,.,:i_:T.''4 -
$ 
60 Semi-Private Rooms as;Low as Vv tCT.^. 




• Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators • Intercom 
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines 
• Study Afeas 
• 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lpbby  ̂
. • Off Street Parking • Close to'Campus'* 
^®ciOLjPPckageDeals-(RoomatD.x»«r-B<xirdatModiso,n) - £~\ H 
^^rrovcdloble m low as $14sS^".. •— - -
.; Now accepting Fall '74 Contracts "" 
»,^-";^,JMor U.T. Men and Women wfr if 
:: rnVslNG OFFICE 709 West 22nd Sf. .-V^RnSK.- : ' "iWlTSSe 478-9891 - 478-8914 _ 
"" """sagr 
^ > Six ^ > 
• BLUEBOOK5 
• SPIRALS 







^11 Pbor 0c(raW. 
1 AC «"<142 Likenesses 
'V""514 Mm'9 * nlekfiaiM "' 
v tVXflStJya plant 
7 Clever 
9 Rubber tree-: 
—ao Plague ft' 'iv 
23 Ocean' -
24 Dispatched : -
""26 Vapid 
28 Near ®v 
. ,29 Wlpeouf¥^r> 
- - .-31 Send forth -
I'a name -. 
k36 Came Intimi 
"Vlaw-— 
".f39 Weird '/Sji 
42-Beholdl^Wi 
.J45 Killed 
"^T48~FStjBtous " * 





svt|60 Man* , 
JM ; nickname 
•flSt One of •-
. )»rael'a 
gold 
.3 Hesort _ 
<»rrftry'< 
5°lroquolan In-
, ~ dleni i» 
,6 Spanish for , 
t pirttrrtcv' 
be" -
8 Young boy , 
9 Matures >. > 
10 Lots ' 
11. Temporary— 
^ hajt 
: 13 Declare"' 
18 Tardy 
19 Qrowing out 
ol 
' Answer to yesterday's Punle: 
HEiafJirai ampiirara 
[iHSQSa. EE1H 
J|H SI5QQH 'IsJHSB 
EJSHHfflas BfaOBS 
„ anoa QMSS 
BEgBB saraasse 
SEHB EJSBraiSl 130 









^ -Come See - Come Live 








^"-r— . -~41-B«Ueg'any^i;t_ ^Isbbil 
3Q^KingoT birds 44 Female reia- 80 Comii 




ON-THE-DRAG, 2406 GUADALUPE y 
v.. • 
CONVENIENT FOR-SHUTTLE BUS RIDERS! 
»£;A 
r)eney.:47J<4 
a IW> OPEU OT, 35 mpe. 4 SPMO. lust ?imw. B&od lirei. j)Mo. <7^»)» »f»»r i. 
JjWpPE'. GT, 4 jpeedra track nn/fm, 
16.S00,mllej. »2«0. <7l-5J)7<fter i. 
CanvasBags 
Wmmf- ^ : 
W  ^  % i A O  
Fur;.^hedand Un 
w -Onejind 
^ Tapftart Ap SANSUI TOOO receiver 70/70 rmi. vWv 
raYce5r,xl,i5;st%iw""p"k'r",Mo-
47Qlrl8 naM» 
34- Shakespearian49 Periods of: 
Character time ; :f'4 
38 Man'a name,,,.. 5S, Baby's nap^IrC 
37 Parent > ySA Mountains 
38 Force - (abbr.)-- nw-
40 Son of £^5.67 Cooled lava1/-
mm aWDlshwflihtr. ditpo lnd)v»di CA.'CH/pooVTV 
ie 
[ W»du«lly cp-rtroll«|.r ,• 
.-' . l  t Jl, 
SEVfiNTOWfRS 
N6W SCI4WINN •'»l»y omnjf'tno 
nrment - r (tof {.HJ VROtET p»neiM truck!body 
•»na im> e very good, Wlolor and tram 
1700 m-JOM oiler 1 jim 
Daedalus 58- Army cfficv No i:ease the baby Rom- 'y^-',, .r 




In bain# JTiaJ!" , ^11T1 ... . , . . 
av thil It an in /i& CUTLA5S tudu'-. ht, ac, pi dooa ay. inn.ii.anin-. . ,|^ti „a b|Jy Ca|, JW) u ̂ D»ayJ 
(Ft®® 
Purnlshwana "UnturinfjSM^ -!«- , art* R«gahir 6.00< Twa greot 
lepldng rtyles. Chifk « flat '' 
Oiw e^room Apartmtnti; 
«iT^fnd,fSfMM0Vt 
ft! L'AftL. uswchr-mt For 
^•)«pewirti$U«Mer SmS:-
«d hm wirtsM* 
p»dett.TbeeriMr,a 
pooch xrtA tworhme 
ad|ustabte sbouUer strap 
worth >mor« In ft 
4-mr^«er 5 mesiaae. Ev^Ingi after t 4U-TM7 fc i 
tHE BLACKSTOS 
SM-SO/TTKmMT > f 
kOVal oertabte tvpt^rife^-iso 
" all 
IS L 
Lb. ht»e CM« Urir«rtWri>MU frrTFmeairtlei 
ifer 4634 , 45fr7S5t fttterT~ 
royal:. ektcTftJc 
par 
r»^"iL*rt 536o~k~JW?J?5J,'lv1rr . -




, I f stofy 
t, *sVS&" Condiment 
f8,1 Clerical col 
M . iar , « Ce 
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S^naVeAte^XA Ulfttr. by united F«*tur« 
T> 
b x ^ t "*1> * 
• W's* f»^"'«*,,»J < *Vi'.« * 1 'WA» „TV- V.fjVjwX-^ VjK*?f y "lr> ? ".»',fcS,^f*'..*,4*«j- w".™j 
JpS^Vi? 
HP SLVT, * - Slfff~ M ip 
f V(2 ^ *" 
Wft Roundup 
•M Florida Defeats 
' T - ••', 
Houston Texans 
ORLANDO; Fla. (AP) — Reamon scored -on. a run 
It 
Rookie running back Tommy -
Reamon scored on: a 15-yard 
run and caught an actkm-point 
pass: Wednesday night to boost 
the Florida- Blazers to a15-3 
World-- Football League -win 
over the Houston Texans. ••• 
. Tight- end Greg Latta.- . 
another Florida rookie; also 
, scored on a 28-yard pass from 
veteran quarterback Bob-
Davis. -
-Charlip flnrkee kicked.a 47-
around. right end.- two plays 
after Taliafero fumbled-in the, 
third quarter. 
The victory was Florida's; 
third in a row, firmly', 
entrenching the Blazers-in the 
first place . in--the-W--FL' 
Eastern Division." Houston is 
ndty 1-2. ^ 
A crowd announced by;-the. 
Blazers ;.at. .15,729 sa w .' the 
game. 







.yard fie|d goal for Houston in 
:Ih&-fouEth_quarter. capping 
Houston's • only sustained 
. drive. • 
. Both Florida -scores .were . 
set up by Houston fumbles. 
Quarterback Mike Taliafero 
fumbled on the Houston 49 in 
•the first-quarter, and Davis 
connected with .Latta for the 
.touchdown eight1 plays later. 
J A C KSSKVlLLt;,. Klur 
•(APJ — Rookie quarterback 
Tony Adams arched a^yarth 
touchdown - pass to pave 
Williams on the last play of' 
the gametp give the Southern 
• California Sun a comeback 22-
19 victory over the 
Jacksonville Sharks 
Wednesday night in a World 
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=• SHEEP SKIN;:< •'* 
RUGS-
$c00 • ' 
..O BeaunfulColors $750 
• LEATHER SALE* 
• Vorioui. kinds, . co lors  75 '  p«r  f t . -goods 
•Baa Capitol Saddlery 
4614 Lavaca' Austin, Texas v 478-9309 
'CBM SMITH VOLKSWAGEN 
tW»9£Sil_« 2695 
1W2SISSSK '  , . 2395  
T070 VWSaUARfJACK niflr 
17/Zovto air radio 2495 
t f lT lVWMUSTA.WAG.  - ,  4 A a r  
17 /1  aotoa lr  rad io  l iV iMw 2995  
t070-VWSUPniBUG - „1AC 
197 /  itd .ro i t io  . . . . . 2195  
197? ' •••-•L' MP* j 




1 9 6 9 ' I 2 S R - L . . . . . . . 1 1 9 5  
1970 Jti. radio ,. .-7.". .TV7'.Tr;.£ 1495 
W7"12^.::/I.;c^:.:...995 
1971 
' QUALITY SERVICE 
' /OUR AUTHORIZED DOV/NTOWN 
VOLKSWAGEN DEALER 476-9181" 
CORNER 5TH & LAMAR 
•zsmm , JWWg,,, 
.j-feiCffS \ "• BsX^f 
AstroTurf Inltallatibn 
Proceeds on Schedule 
Texans' Ed Mooney tackles Blazers' 
. . . - -4IH T»>»ph»>o 
Tommy Reamon. 
By PHILIP BELL 
• " Texan Staff Writer 
T.he resurfacing of 
Memorial. Stadium playing v 
field and the practice field 
with AstroTurf is "right on 
. schedule,'' sports business: £ 
manager A1 Lundstedt said I1: 
Wednesday. . "? 
"The - practice field - (now • j 
• called Clark; Field) is/already, •; 
finished -and Memorial 
Stadium: shotrid be, ready-
_ anywhere between Aug.lOi f. 
'.and Aug. 15," Uindstedt said. -
S-wonld have the-fields ~ 
ready before the football team , 
beg ins practicing -in -late 
August. 
The AstroTurf, or. carpet.as i 
it is sometimes called; is only 
a small part of the whole 
operation. "Initially there is a 
gravel base comparable to 
any ordinary highway," s 
Lundstedt said. "Then on top 
—of that.-there is-an-asphalt _ 
- coyer that is quite similar to a 
parking Jot. Placed on top of . 
the asphalt is glue that keeps 
the foam, which is' placed on* ; 
next, intafct. On top of all of 
that is the actual carpet."-
THE ONLY hitch in the 
•-operation so far is that the 
asphalt.' has .stuck _ to the?l 
Ms' 
1616 Royal Crest 
-6631 444-
A leading choice of the Riverside 
. Dr. apadnients.because we offer 
exlra-spacious living and direct 
access to the shuttltf bus: 




&iV 2532 GUADAlUPE^f . -t- '' 
Hank's Famous 
Cfiicken Fried -Stea 
^ ptt. Meat, French Frle*, -
. Cole Slavy, Hot Rolls & Buffer 
5-9 p.m. only $1.45 ' Reg. $1.85 
' 
all bills paid 
padding in some places, and 
this has caused some 
problems. "The heat has 
melted the plastic padding 
and therefore there has been 
some stickage of the two 
•surfaces," Lundstedt said: 
The heat has caused other 
problems as' well, lundstedt 
•said. "The -m'en have -been 
working "at nights a lot, 
usually from-10 p.m; until 6 in 
the morning. The field* itself 
:can get pretty hat down/ 
there." ' ? 
-rvRe o n^- af i-the-
sufface is costing $300,000. 
Thatr figure-ineludes-hoth-
fields. "We could have 'gone 
on for. a few more years," 
Lundstedt said. The turf 
lasted five years. ''The 
original turf cost us $525,000 
and that included everything; 
drainage, digging and the 
Tartan track. As a matter of 
fact, the^TartanJrack'wa sJa r 
and away the most expensive ; 
item. We are not "replacing 
that 'so therefore this cost is 
Miller Skipping 
Canadian Open 
PORT CREDIT, Ont. (AP) 
r-r: Expectant father Johnny 
Miller, the top winner - in 
professional golf this season, 
withdrew-<rom the $200,000 
.Sandian .bpen Wednesday. 
. Miller, winner of five tlQeF 
and more than $204,000 this 
-season, .had entered: this 
national championship with 
the understanding, he could 
pull out at any time.. ' 
The 150-man- field will-play 
t|ie 6,788ryardy par-70 
Mississaugua ' Golf course. 
'w-Cf 
S3 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed-
Men & Women : 
EARN $10 WEEKLY feur& 
222Wr19tir 
Photo Seogicesa^gM, 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
_ OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M., 
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Jtttlavrant A Arcods 
- 2538 Guadalupe -
LUNCH SHOAL DAILY 
IU9 
mar MUHC 7 MtTU -
No Cav«r 
1,6 Mixed Drinki . BMr 
Wirt# *rFeod • Amu<*m«plt 
i ladl« Nlt« Tu. .& Thur, . 20" I 
. - B««r - i 
J<H}uila 50'/«h<^ W«d. A Sal.1 
Happy Hou> £~& ' 
somewhat lowers.?. 
LUNDSTEDT said^hfe 
originally, felt the first sutface| 
would - last more than five: 
years. 
"We are not pleased at all/f-
with having to-pull' it out in'S 
five "years, but we did it for a'ji 
reason. That was to avoid them:?"" 
rising costs in the futureij Vi,. , 
Most of the products in thtfi'^Ca 
turf are petroleum base. W#'' 
'felt that -.the petroleum 
products would be much 
-. cheaper now . than In -the-
-future. Also ttte new baseball ^ 
field is being carpeted, and we 
- Jould_get_both done cheaper 
now than getting them done 
separately." 
. Some of the money is being 
regained by reselling the,turf 
"We are selling practice field 
carpet for 10 cents a square 
foot and 90 cents a Square 
yard, and we have sold nearly 
half_ of_ that. For Memorial 
Stadium turf we are selling at 
15 cents a square foot.'?; 
Lundstedt add^d there are 29; 
-actual full rolls of carpets 
There are ten piore. rolls, but. 
some of them are from the 
curved end zone and frbm the: 
side, with those on the side 
being separated with drainage 
holes. 
"WE TOOK bids on the 
carpet and they ranged.from: 
25 cents to 2.5 cents-a square-
-footr- -Therefore, -we^-seL-a 
standard price pf 15 cents for 
the turf," Lundstedt said. 
The field itself, Lundstedt 
reported, is pretty, worn down. 
"The football team, the.band 
and the ROTC all- use it from 
end to end for practice: Thier~ 
whole thing is .used 
constantly." • 
Pointing the stripes is now 
and always has been a 
. problem.-"We constantly have 
to repaint the entire group of 
.. lines. The striping itself is our 
biggest- problem. There £ ^, 
enough line distinction for the : ̂  
football players when on the 
field, hilt thft 'Hnpg rannnt 1 
. seen froqi . the stands.-
Therefore we are constantly-
repainting the field*." 
- Lundstedt said that Sport-
Ins ta l l ,  . a  d iv i s ioh  o f  
jjMonsanto,_was responslble"foi 
the "resurfacing! 
"The group is composed of : 
between six and eight • mens 
who do th& wdrk. Sometimes: 
they hire local labor, but. in-
- our case they did not have to i 
at this time." 
••y 
w : •• tTO* i' pr**r*, 
HOUS 105 W. 1?TH 
** - M(S 
ANDjl 
IGHLAtlDMA 
THESE SPECIAL REDUCTIONS GOOD THUR. FRI. SAI. 
TO 
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/ Big Bell Bottom  ̂
Assorted Colors 
PPEG.M301? 
«» tr w, 
W^NOW: 
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GENERAL WAL' 
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, assorted colors^ 
mi $A00 J ' 
OHIY 
TO THE 
Old Generals Never Die; * 
J1-They Just Fade Away-^. i.; 
1. •The Texas Urtion Genef&tStore will fade away 
lin early August (at least temporarily) because of 
* *u~ Union's remodelling plans. 
—'JO cope. with.ItS; untimely, departure, the Store 
will be selling mosfoflts stock"atir20-50% dis-
count July 15-31. 
$§k So come make yeur final' ; 
^Itgood buys. In General, we" '" 
^ still have a lot in Store for' 
8 a.m..- mq-:: 
Monday-Friday,,^: •• 








NEAREST YOO AND PITCH 
LOCATIONS: -.-IT. IN! 
• TOWNES HALL 
• UNIVERSITY CO-OP 
• 24TH AND. WHITIS 
• 26TH AND WHITIS X'- :• 
• ACADEWffrCENTER '£ 
• ROBIRT LEE; MOORE ffALL 
J J (Fwmmrfy PMA Bldg.) 
•UTTLEFIELD FOUNTAIN 
• 24TH AND SPE^DWA,. f, 
• JESTER WOMEN'S DORM 
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SAN. D^EGO (AP);.# 
Quarterback Johnny • Unitas,, 
who completed^ more passes 
and gained mor.e yards: 
passing than anybody in 
football history, stepped out of 
the Sport Wednesday on gimpy 
legs. 
'-'I'm taking up time on the 
• field that could tfe used for 
younger /ellows,*' he told, a 
news conference. He said he. 
lias arthritis in his legs I 
THE! 41-YEAR-OLD Unitas 
said he offered to stay on as a 
coach but said the San Diego 
Chargers declined. 
Xhe Chargers picked up 
••Unitas a vear ago when the 
Baltimore Colts benched him 
as a starter after 17 years. San 
Diego paid Jl^OOO for the 
rights to negotiate Svith him,: 
and he was signed to a two-
year contract paying $500,(90. . 
Unitas said Eugene "Klein, 
owner of the Chargers, agreed 
to pay off the contract. In a 
statement; Klein made no 
_ mention of this, but called 
! ' ••".jDnitas "the best quarterback 
. in the history of the gameJ*. • 
THE NATIONAL Football 
- League, on the occasion of its 
50th anniversary in 1968, 
named the ex-University of 
. Pittsburgh player the greatest 
. quarterback ever, > 
. The. records- set by Unites 
which still stand include the 
' most passes attmepted by a 
pro quarterback, 5,186; .the 




Atlanta Picks Clyde King Over Aaron 
Cubs Acquire New Manager 
CHICAGO <AP) ~ Whitey 
Lockman quit as field 
manager of the Chicago Cubs 
• Wednesday and was replaced 
by his own,choice as 
successor, third base coach 
Jim Marshall, 
: Lockman, -continuing as 
vice-presfdent - in, charge of 
player development, said he. 
started: the current season 
the. 1972 season. 
• After a disappointing first 
^ full season in 1973, he fielded 
aimost.a brand _new club this 
year after angered owner Phil 
Wrigley ordered wholesale 
trading" of a flock" of "old 
guard"rCub|r-^ ^ 
• ATLANTA (AP) — As. 
expected,- Clyde King was" 
major •- leagues. I have said 
previously that I wasn't 
interested* in managing the 
.Braves or any.other.team. But 
since my- name w^s injected 
into the; conversation by 
Atlanta' Vice-President Eddie 
Robinson, I'ye changed rpy 
rnind." . ' 
' .Robinson, who "expressed 
"Surprise" at Aaron's-
John Unitas (1957)... 
with thewisfrthatMarshallbe—named-Wednesday-to-manage--statement, said: 
grcipmed to become manager, the faltering. Atlanta Braves,' "In all of our talks with 
[n selecting./MarsJiall as but Henry Aaron's surprise ' Hank,.'he has said, that he 
manager,, the Cubhierarchy. revelation that He would have. wanXedafrontoff ice job.after 
passed over club career'man taken the job if asked turned a . he retired and not & position 
Ernie Banks, longtime "Mr. routine announcement into, a oh the field. I dbn't think 
Cub" and now a roving ' simmering controversy. . there's Anything to straighten 
instructor in'theorganization.- • Aafon, the 40-year-cild, out. .I'll talk to Henry about' 
as-4-klfoW.—Eroic nlltimp- hninhn'll hf)mn run it V r ; •" 
being a king who had continually said Meanwhile, King, a special. 
As" far 
doesn't' care"about 
since Eddie Mathews w^s 
fired Sunday. ,' •••• • -
"I certainly donH~ expect 
any problem with Hanfe" said' 
King after Robihson read a 
prepared statement, naming 
the 50-^ear-old former major 
league pitpher to head the. 
Braves! Contract terms were*-
not revealed. . J -t 
'• • • • . 
. l'I have gotten to know. 
Hank fairly well and XnoW -
that Hank Aaron would not do -
^ny.thingtojiarm the Atlanta 
BraVes/' said King- " " 
_ Robinson, who stressed that 
'King was taking over only ten;. 
the' remainder ot the year, . / 
said King possibly would be ' 
rehired for next year if the •• • • • •••- IIM Tfthittkata »• . VHI UWVIM "V'b. u . i>«»5' "V AVV yuHvtii cujjf. o u •• : iv u ) , iciiu cu ivi IICAV jc l u Uic
| . | ' nuua^i." aaid-John-Holland, -rhe-never^w3nted-to manfigprJ assistant to Rpbinson for the Braves showed improvement. 
...leaving VOIT5(l y/Z)---- executive vlce-president..''.He_ _changed his stand Tuesday ; last two years and a former He also ;left the door open" 
• I. I vtsfu mnnin t rv Jn nvriA^lti tnknT* tiA MI mLI il. »* " A' 11 " S— - - ' _ _ .' ' t 1 L ' 1 L. . H i it i. !f 
No Meetings Scheduled 
To Discuss NFL Strike 
iy 
iimsl m m paasmgr 
40,239, , and the most 
touchdowns through:•• the air, 
290. 
Carroll Rosenbloom, owner 
"of the Los Angeles Rams since 
selling the Colts, expressed 
sorrow over 'Unitas' 
announcement !"because I 
would have liked to see him go 
out on one more great year." 
WASHINGTON (AP) — No 
meetings between!^Tfie: 
National Football League 
• owners .and' the striking 
players appear on the horizon, 
it was learned Wednesday. 
The players, however 
reportedly' met with James 
Scearce, the federal; 
mediator, for about an hour 
Tuesday night, but neither the 
union nnr the government 
official 
Riders ti WTT Match 
JJSsf 
Mm 
would comment on. 
what took place. 
It was understood, however, 
that the purpose' of the 
meeting was to fill in W.J, 
Usery, head of the Federal 
Mediation Service, on details 
of What had talcen place to 
date and on the players' 
position. 
Apparently, no such 
meeting with the owners has 
* v-v" • 
.been scheduled * 
.Negotiations between the 
warring .parties broke off 
Monday, and Scearce said at 
-the time that no further 
sessions would be scheduled 
until it appeared a possible' 
: settlement could be reached;: 
The players .union struck 
July I after reaching an 
impasse with the owners over 
a new-contract. • 
The strength ot the players 
; j-* .wants to do exactly whatTieTS 
A dding — working with young 
players." - . 
Lockman was in his second 
f„ji season as'Cubs manager, 
after succeeding dismissed' 
Leo Durocher in th6 middle of:: 
• night at the' All-Star Game in 
Pittsburgh. 
"If the Braves offered me 
the. job Wednesday," said 
Aaron, "I'd feel compelled to 
take it simply because there 
are no black managers in the 
manager with the San for Aaron, saying that if a 
Francisco'Giants, was named change.in managers had-to be: 
interim manager; He l?.ad made neitt year, "Aaron 
•been", the leading candidate ...would be considered." 
Running, back Joe Qrduna • 
and second year defensive 
lineman Joe:Ehrmann have 
• indicated they would come to 
camp.- ly&r-lf yQ"~ 
At least three other players • 
who were on the squad last ° 
.season also are expected,, but • 
Coach • -. Howard . 
Schnellenberger preferred not 
to specualate. , , k -
• strike may be determined in 
the: Baltimore Colts camp 
Thursday, the first (Jay of 
scheduled two-a-day workouts 
for'veterans. 
• Linebacker Mike Curtis, ttje 
only • NFL .ngme player to 
cross picket lines in the 1970, 
is certain to report. He 
already has undergone his 
physical examination. 
While Schnellenberger 
drills his squad of draft 
choices and free agents, the 
striking players are 
conducting their own 
workouts every morning. 
They picket only tfrjefly.in the~ 
afternoon. ;' 
ARMAND'S 
Baker's Special &L>. 
rw dpfril*-''!. 
Open Pace HamburgerV Salad zi~?i 
,,ar)d Baked Potato or French Fries. • 
Reg. $1.75 
new r is 
SAVE 60* 




Houston's Helen :Gourlay and 
John Newcome won 6-2 
tonls 
Janet Newberry and Raz Reld 
to lead the Riders to a 30-19 
victory Wednesday night 
' Go'urlay, maKng hersec 
appearance sincejnjur-ingher 
anideaiJKimbledc^JLaCIittle 
trouble against Miss 
Newberry who gave way to 
Kerry Melville late in the set 
Whate Earth Provislot\Ca 
0i% 








niASANT VAIUV BOYS 
'%l THURS,,.JULY 2S~> 
^ - 8 P.M. 
r' JATTS AUDITORIUM 
& 9:30. p.m. _ 
return 
tf V ANNEX! 




for a new 
apartment. 
^ j A Technicotored dream that takes on the aspects of a Dali drawing in motion. 
You^Ve never seen anything quite like it; 
• Surpasses all other Busby Berkeley:musical comedy achievements. • 
•-: 'Lt'sJC0'-^l^ staL^^ 
ALI-CE FAYE:CARMEN MIRANDA"" BUSBY BERKELEY'S 
3^BTHBXiANG'S' 
Consider the quiet privacy 
under the spreading oak 
• trees of our one • bedroom' 
apartments for $165. Ait 
Bills Paid. 
Palo Blanto 
9U Blanco , 472-1030" 
aucATEssm m 
38^arv4 Gru*ii lupe 
COOL OFF 
Kwsumnwrtt/ili'K { 
UST m I 
M 
3U2 m 
- • T'WV. 
( K-1 
I 
IW« a mu 






75« FOR ADULTS 
.50' THROUGH 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOl 
r ADMISSION FREE TO 
SEASON JICkET HOIDERS 
TONIGHT ONLY! 
LONe:ID4iy*i 
f„ J0UCNICT . 
-iwer-Nieiif-
(U.S.. 1962). Katharine Htfpburn, Ralph Richardson, i. 
Jason Aobards, Jr., Dean Stockwall. Directed by r 
Sidney Lumat. . 
'Euo.ene.i O'Nolll.'s classic, and largely -
autobiographical,-play about tha illusions people live 7 
, by. Tha -four performer* shared the ^est^ Aqtlng ' 
Award at the 19B2TCannes Film Festlvil. 
• v. •;••:*. .•; h.*-' 
"No one. who, has ever demanded serious,\ mature 
•entertainment on the screen can afford to miss It... : 
Sustained intensity the like of which has seidotv been 
•seen, on.... the< seteen.": —Arthur Knight, Saturday • 
Review. • y 
. "Generally stunning motion picture. The ecforsk&l 
> change, the place witk .electricity," Bosley 
f^-^ONDAY^ONlY! -
1 ^ -V ^ 
_(England, t9%B). Wargb^t gonti 
BiCTrTOTnnond ^6^1^ 
and produced by Paul Ozlnher. • 
* 1965-Londgi}^>r«mlai*jo(J>Jokafiav,'s ^ 
wallet^aftii SHakespaare, choraographad by:Kennsth? 
McMillan, played by the Oreha^tta Of tha Royal 0<iera-
H«Ute, Covent Garden, condubted by John 
Canehbery, Peifqrmarfcai of g»nli?» and a^QraMate 
.sound-track't-'" ' - - au;;, 
"The genius is Uu^eyev, who fritilently reasserts His 
re/iutatlpnasthe finest maled*ft{H)rslntSe Nijinsky:in 
jpe Incredtble eapriole he soirs to his own heigfit and 
hangs there ifke a flame in tfa-wiHtU Fiame if the 
sentiof his Romeo, a tiling of melded fir4 and sinew. 









^ " 'IN TECHNICOLOR* rr 
* ASttlKERRE-fiELEASE- .. 1 *** 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY s?; 7:30-9:20-11:05 $.1.25 
JUtY 26-27 •••--** BurdineAud. Student Gov't. 
OU> WIST 
2^*'- 505 NECHES 
T~B|ock W. ot Red River 472-0061 
SI Thurs. - Sat. DENIM^s# 
_ _ _ _ w ^ l M g w i t a N i t e ^  " '  * 
Sun. Carl-Aldington 
N0 Cover Beer $.1.50 Pitcher 
Next Wgek - Possum Delight 
MARVELOUS. 
I recommend this picture 
highly  ̂to everyone who is 
, not limited to the belief 
that sex is a religious rite/' 
r- —Archer Winsten, New York Post 
I THEsMARX BROTHERS « 1 • 







I Friday & Saturdoy^Hl^jly 26 & 27 § 
J 6:00r7:30, 9:6Q, 10:30, 12:00 • • 
/LAUGHS 
all over the place., 'Le Sex 
Shop* is not for children, 
but it is for adults who can 
smile through a nude, but"' 
never dirty lampoon of•/ -
' pornographic movies."'; :, 
r -Gene Shalit, WNBC-TV" 
. • *S±%!i3tA 
** 'H 
±IMMMd.by P«pptfcom-Worm»er.lrjc. 





il WY 26-27 " 
7:30-9:20-11:00 
BATTS AUO. • 
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27 Courses in 'Project CB-E' 
*&**• 
t̂ rs 
5 i. * 
si -',to' VV1 
Computer Instruction 
aiM- :•:...• . •' , > ' A'".:,.. • - * .•••.••••• • -V,'.. ;.= 
1 "^fpBy ROSALIND YOUNG 
.4 t. ~'"'C'A major student complaint 
5|%l, oh the University carrtpus Is 
the feeling ol being lost in the 
, crowd and toeing isolated from 
a closer relationship with an 
.^ .. .. instructor who simply hasn't 
- &'••••••• got enough time. 
fA'aii fhe problem may "bft 
alleviated with 'the use of 
computers to supplement the 
.traditionaltextbook method of 
instruction.- * . 
Several courses Under, 
Project • C-BE (Computer-
Based Instruction) are solving 
"the" problems 
IV 
consuming "drin and 
practice" work, leaving 
instructors more time to 
devote to individual student 
needs • -
Project C-BET is a four-year' 
project which, -began in 
September, 1971, under a 
grant by the National Science 
Foundation. H -involves 
computer programs authored 
by the instructor of the course 
"conversing" with students 
via a computer terminal1 
(either a teletype or cathode 
for Project C-BE, said. 
"The computer, . program;: 
channels the student into.-, 
appropriate- proficiency 
levels. That is, the computer 
sends the student to ;more, 
advanced programs or 
suggests.review programs. In 
that way?this method relievesbeiHgiaughtwitlffburi»thode 
the. tediujn of classroom drills ray tuhe terminals to 21 
I 
ray tube terminal)? Joan 
h~ ~ le s"of"time—Jeynigan, research-associate—pr 
• home screi»h & 2 I nr 
2-4 $1.25 6-81Q$1.50 I 
, ENDS TOMORROW I 
•WINNER 1972 CANNES FILM FESTIVAl] 
I;# JUOT PRBE AWARD WS I 
^ . — -r-—Onlyfl mrkafl fflm.ta biJKLKftftftfllA 
-and .encourages a. more 
personal teaching approach 
for the .student. • • ; 
There are approximately 27. 
courses using-Project C-BE. -
One of the latest to join the 
Composition,'? monitored by 
••Dr.-. Susan' WitUg,-assistant. 




Anne Dunn, English teaching 
assistant. -. 
. With the use'of computers, 
Wittig and Dunn are-
experimenting with basic 
grammar lessons and 
instructional computing. 
This summer, tne course is. 
students in the engineering 
laboratories, ' 
Wittig said Student response 
has been overwhelmingly 
positive. "They are very 
excited," she said, "because 
'personality' " of the 
computer," Student? also 
Riverside 
Twin. 
MIT fttVEMBK PIUW 
, 4414W . 
«y|GULF STATES DRIVE-IN V. 
ShovvTovvN USA 




deadliest day  ̂





I A GEORGE BOY Kill-PAUL MONASH PRODUCTION I 
gjLAiJGHTEnHOUSE^plVEi 
SATURDAY THRU TUESDAY I 
•coifiputer instruction, than 
with regular classrooq; 
instruction. 5:-~, 
One of the major drawbacks, 
of the computer system, 
Wittig said, is the cost; When 
the-project's grant expires 
ne'xt year, individual1 
departments will be left with,; 
the expensive maintenance'^ 
and operating costs, 
. She also explained that the 
innovative technique of-
•computer instruction is "open 
to mususe. We are lin)ited by 
"our imaginations." she'said, 
re can't foresee all 
the possibilities oflts user"-
THe. .method can become 
stifling and mediocre because 
of the limitations of the 
program -authors rshe 
explained. 
Dr. George, Culp, 
Computation Center research 
associate and curriculum 
coordinator, agreed. 
_^The computer program is 
no better or worsg^tHaintlte 
person behind the: program," 
he said. It- also is "not 
dehumanizing because there 
is a human behind every 
program," fie'said.. -
:T»ian -Staff ftiofr by Stanfar 
New at St. 
Diai^g Younger operates computer terminal. 
Ed' & i«'S& 
IT'S A 
BRAND,'.NEW 
TRIP with that 
' DIFFERENT 
BREED OF CAT! 
. , Held Over 
MMUUWCfW, 
The academic structure at 
St. Edward's • University in 
Austin is mo.ving toward 
.activism this fall. -
..•••. "Students today are 
.passive-, and -we. .want' our 
irtfOfBOND 
521 Ea*l Sum Str«.M>.i V9?t» 
students to take an active role. other ideas presented in the?? 
in their classes," Henry .^classroom, he said, 
Altmiller,--academic dean at student would be Uught 
form intelligent ^ihioft® 
rather than take notes, V 






P A R A M O U N T  W ? 5 i U  
7  1  ~i C O N C f H  A V F N . U f -
} •( STARTS TOMORROW 








FRITZ THE CAT 
.QSMWWflZpocixto, 
qggiolKX«jtiotli dbwi tooJotJcaiLjde 
^ INTERSTATE THEATRES 







Wednesday. , . ̂ 
St. Edward's clasSefe 
basically like those al 
University, he said. 
"Under our new system, we 
hope to move students into 
individualized, v seminar-type 
' programs,"; Altimiller said. 
'We wouldn't be"'able to 
"Right now, our program li 
in the-developing stages/' hi 
said. Its success depends on 
faculty adaptation Faculty 
members will h&ve to learn to 
be more of a catalyst in the 
cover as much information,- .•c'.a,s?ro°m and they will haye^^ 
but students should be able to* t0 formulate new teachim 
r>: fl;invnqC'< •'> tN' *rv;m • 
pick up skills they could use 
after graduation," he added. . 
• Students' Would"' be-7able to • 
locate' and 'evaluate 
information for their" classes, 
iresent ideas and criticize 
methods, Altmiller said. 
The new program "will 
implemented thofugh an 
eight-person task force of 
administration and faculty 









~ features 1:30-3:30-5:3Q-7;30.9^0 
UFE..LOVEL.SURVIVAL..-
THE GREATEST ADVENT! IBB OFAi l 
W-,, DIVINE Dr-^tU-KKy N-Vy LW, M.lK 
f^*.:ctcd LLII- -R i.CL-.W FR-jrn F'It> 
» MIDNITE SHOW 
FRI.-SAT. ONLY $1.00 r-
-1- '_. '{,;Claytan Moore and Jay Sifverhtalt fn 
Lone Ranger" 
Gioacchino Roiaini'tsiS^ "Lone 
Riverside TwinCinema 
r? W-5689 1 ^3Q East Rtvcfsido Privo " 
became one of 
the most 
})0})ii !nr pictures 
of our time.. 
Kf'A MOST IMPORTANT AND' 
5EX£lTlNG,fltM>.BADlANDS,(Sl 
Sffe HUGB.Y EFFECTIVES SMASH. " 
V"S—VINCENT CAN6Y NY.*U'" 
'r.v-: .fVimouMtVt»c«prutM<. 
AMARTWRANKMOff PftODUCnOM 
THE WHITE DAWN mm 
WARREN TIMOTHY ICU % 
QATEJ BOTTOMS OOftETT 
. B.«l<^,ihcndbr MMEiHOUtnN NW HMtVMAMCM 
_ S^n^tv JAMttHOUtTOM iMTHOIWMaUlAN iVkpuinlir MAmNKAtOOHOR. 
4-nl >Hi<kiu I :n<><facrl tyMAlIMtANtOMfT Dmutdhr W8JPKAllfMAM" ' * 




Now th(> movie 
everyones ; 
talking about is 
MR.MAJESTYK 
CuiemaS^fi 
2700 Wttl Aa^ffitu Lin IgE-






IIBNEY POITIER Mil CMfcl 
ov«p A. HAKRI KEftAFONTE 
Jndj; - As Geechi6 Dan , 
— . _ - Theygtt 
j MIDNITE MOVIES M" aWi 





iis ,2!0-0 - - f. , . .. m 
A "THE 'DOCTOR,STRAN6EL0VE' OF I 
SJTHE1970'ŝ  ̂ MASTERPIECE OF C8MIC1 
\ HORROR! EXCRUCIATINGLY FONNY I — 




WW'M Tf2 WftlSCH CORPORATION Presents ^ 
CHARLES BRONSON; 
in A WALTER VhfBSCH-RJCHArio FLEISCHER PRODUCTION *' 
* , . J'MRMAJESTYK  ̂  ̂
Produced by WALTER MIR1SCH Directed byRICHARO FLEISCHER 
IPGISS-Saggfr cou*,B1"E^ UratwIArlwts 
Kit and Ho[ly..T in 1959/^1 





WARREN OATES Hi 
alK'iMofoo. 
NINE IIVES or 
HUTZWCQAT 
BARGAIN MATINEE MQN-FR1 BEFORE 
funny when 
you mess 
With their | 
1 money. 
•r / - ->-» 
6:15-l:lS-10ll5 
— .. ' 
PASSKSUSPfNbio 
PRICtS Til 12ilS 
... MON-fRI. 
• * !*• • • • • 
UPTOWN 
SATURDAY MM NT 
W"!<i: -mWA 
all It takes is Jf • w... 
HI 5-2:45-4; 15-5;45,7i15-8:45-1 OM 5 
liVEHY 
PR! MIDNITE FLICK 
mm 
? til 7:00 pirn 6:40-8:50-10:00ry- • S  T A T  E  
; I U '.v> A /' f-' M 




-bver ' ̂  fyWltifr 
4th Week ^ 
Loilies Vi Price Ticket All-Tinies 
' - Poftij ju>|Mnd«d - -
MwMHFek«jMlU%SO Mow-Ffi 
12S6^fiBE6SReS«0.945 (C^ 
11 M BROWN 
rRED WILLIAMSON 
JIM KKLLY^ "T JURE LI­
THE HARD WAY 
/Avfcl 
"TCoTgr»yl>BLuXi* AaXUAMAhLfiiHri^ 
._ .2S tlH 3,'00 p^n 
j^ggtoao^iSWjaoi' '-f;- , 
A Km . <aaos 
JHP^aSSwnass 
VARSITY 




• »• , »««ir i 1* 
with Pouq Kershaw ~ Paif« Suipt^tdl (ft) : ' 
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Kerrville To Host Bluegrass VNinG 
KERRVILLE (Spl.) — Austin promoter guitarist Norman Blake, Lefty Frizzell and 
Rod Kennedy will stage the first annual Bill Grant df the Oklahoma Bluegrass 
Kerrville Bluegrass and Country MUBIC,..-,- Festival ui Hugo. 
Festival , at his Quiet Valley Ranch- hereigSs Appearing with these stars-will be several 
Labo;1 Day weekend. _W!- bands and performers from Texas, 
The- lineup for the Aug. 30 to 31 and Sept. "1 .Oklahoma, Louisiana and Arkansas:;Austin 
rnmns^m 
v "The Mine Lives of Frit* ""•: 
the Cat;" produced by.-.: 
S t e V e  K r a n t z ;  d i r e c t e d  b y '  
Robert: Taylor; written by l-
lest anhe outdoor theater on the ranch witnTJTartists performing-atKerrville will include-- Taylor, Fred Haliidrfy and -
be the largest gathering-.of"bluegrass andSs-'IsKenneth Thre'ad^ill, *" ' — . , . .. . Allen. Damron and 
.fountry music artists in Texas, held on th«?ff||| possibly *Ramblin'.Jack iElliot. -
;ka^Qr.Day weekend. Other bluegra'Ss performers scheduled to 
m . . perform are Ifolfy Bond and the Bluegrass 
Texans, Johnny. "Martin's Bluegrass' 
Bluegrass has been sweeping the country, 
having its beginning m the.hlllbilly music of 
the 1930s and "'40s-and being formalized by • 
greats Bill Monroe'and the'duo of-Earl^aV-
Soruggs and Lester Flatt ih the 1950s. ^ 
The linett'p for "the three;day festival will 
include FlaU and his Nashville. Grass," the ; £ 
Country Gentlemen 'of Virginia, Country^,.' 
Gazzette, Mac Wiseman and the teaming of 
fiddlers; Chubby Wise, Byron Berime and-; 
Howdy Forrester, Also on the -bill are 
Ramblers, -The Watluns Family; :.Tiie; 
Arbuckle Mountain Boys and Kenny Cantrell 
andtheGrrarrValleyrBbysr---— -r 
Tickets forthe three-day. six-event festival.' 
including, the. Texas Bluegrass Band . 
Championship, are $10 avail&ble 'by rmui\ 
ftj&m Rod Kennedy, Box 5309; - Austin, Z8?63; -
-•Information on free camping is available 
with orders,.,-. 
E r i c  M o n t e ;  a t  t h e  
Riverside Twin Cinema 
!; and Showtown USA. 
\-,By DAVID HENDRICKS 
Texan Staff Writer 
Perhaps it is just as Well 
that Walt Disney is dead. It's 
likeiythe'<Jreator--of"5now—se>:ual-humor..i: 
•' Traffic", is the one- 'iftiukt 
animated movie which 
iat i 1 i z e s -1 h e p o t e n 11 a 1 
animation has. 
The problems- whh "Nine 
Lives" are the same as those 
;«of " Fritz the Cat.' ' Both, are 
- effective at- ohly one level — 
sex.- Attempts at: social 
criticism are' made; in each 
• but fail Jbecause oi a 
preoccupation, with sex and 
WhiteV Bainbi'and Mickey 
.Mouse would shudder if he 
saw the direction' animated 
movies are taking. .: ; 
- The case in-point is "The 
Nine Lives of Fritz the Cat," 
_ • \- _ - — -L V'V;-1 sequel to the X-rated 
Artists To Give Concert lcQ" — 
MUM 
> W4& 
•t'r-The Department of Music 
• w i 11 "prJS tni Faculty 
Consortia,' a concert for voice,: 
horn and. piano, at 8 p.m.-" 
Thursday in the Music 
• B u i l d i n g  R e c i t a l  H a l l . > •  
Performers will be Gregory 
Allen,', piano: Wayne 
Barrington-,,horn; Rfchard . 
Blair,- oboe; • Arturo Sergi, 
tenor,;- and Jess Walters,.: 
baritone. • 
Guest instrumentalists will 
join Barrington and Blair to 
"/T* . r-
. perfornv-".Quintet in E-flat by 
^—television 
Beethoven;" - arranged by 
Willy Hess. They are Stephen 
Pugh, graduate student in the 
music department, , horn; 
James Baker, former UT 
student now with the Austin 
Symphony Orchestra, horn; 
Kenneth Wolfson,- member of 
the San Antonio Symphony 
Orchestra, bassoon £ and-
Leonore Sergi, faculty 
member, at Southwest' Texas, 
State University, soprano. . 
Ms.. Sergi will join Sergi in 
an. aria from Vefdi's^'Aida." 
•Ser^i and Walters will sing a 
variety-of arias -and songs by' 
.'Mozart, A? Buzzi-Peccia; 
Verdl. Jacque.s Halevy, 
Moussorgsky and Jacques 
Wolfe. . 
* . Allen-: will play -"Fantasia 
Bae'tica' 'by Manuel de Falla. 
• The concert, sponsored by 
the- College of -Fine Arts 
Summer Entertainment 
•Series, is free to season ticket 
holders. Single admission is $1. 




,1 p.m .J 
vjfli Movie; "-The Family.,K^vafikV -v 
.. 9. Evening at Pop*; 
24 Terrtpcratures Rhing \ • 
36 The Mac Shfcw s> /V •? 
-*7f30 p.m. •••;•• -t— 1 
4 74 Firehouio JJ"•, ' n • p m ~ '' 
• 9 The Old-Mafd and the Thief 
. .v 24 Kung Fu 
•r.'.8i?Q p.m. • —» •/v .. 
?:*%• - 7 Movie: "Secret WorKJ'? * :-
r£?pm » ' \ • ~ 











24. The Sireeivof San Francisco 
% Dean Martm's Corncdyworld 
. 9^30 p.m. 
V SpeaKing fircjajy 
• 10 p«m. •' . • •••>•• • 
THE ORIGINAL "Fritz the 
C^tJljvas a landmark of sorts.ir 
It as the first ^animated full-
length adult movie. -Two 
similar films have since been 
released, each taking a 
different'direction frppi-their 
precedent, 
It'is important to know that 
Ralph: Bakshi, creator of 
'•Fritz the Cat," did not 
produce "Nine Lives^'-Steve 
Krantz 1 of American-
International did. And Bakshi: 
should . be excused from . 
having produced "FriJ4" 
becausehis next film;."HSavy 
THE SOCIAL criticism 
becomes banal \ because • too 
little lime is spent on a theme 
before the plot rushes-back to' 
s^x. And" so vrhany topies are 
touched ion, that the result is 
'Fritz, '--frag'mentation.- Besides,' 
' topics such as bigotry 
siitfl-eds in transcending sex, 
allowing an atmosphere 'of 
lave to prevail at the end. 
, , MOREOVER, Bakshi's 
' social criticism, in • "Heavy 
Traffic" developed a 
continuity and forpe. It 
effectively showed The 
decadent, and destructive 
directions of ghetto' society-
• along with the limitations of 
sex 
_The plctt of "Nine Lives" is 
surprisingly s i m pi,} s t i c". 
During, a nagging fit' of his 
• wife,' Fritz's mind wanders. 
andrthe movie becomes a sort 
. of ' animated. ••-Sexual 
•. • GRAPHICALLY, the movie 
•is quite time; but- so was 
"Heavy Traffic" and the 
• original '•Fritz." On the plus 
side, of - "Nine Lives ' is the 
sound track which works qurte 
well within-the. movie's 
framework/ . 
Intei'estmgly enough, -'Nine 
Lives" is rated R, although in 
language and nudity, it is just 
as explicit as. the X-ratdd 
BaksRTTilms. 
...'Ani ma 11on ca ny be" a 
along with •"Heavy Traffic'.: 
which (lave mastered the art 
of aaimation. They arewS 
appealing because they 
operate' on more than one. 
level." Even •"Roadrunner'fes 
cartoons, which- are enjoyedap 
bv young and old ahke, 
operate on two levels " --
""Nine- Lives'* and •.\Snowi;s,>tl • 
.White surprisingly can, be ' ' 
compared. Both' are -
entertainment, the difference 
beinR tfie- audience they are-
powerfuKmedium. The.scope - aime<J at. But in terms, of 
in which the imagination can artistic, achievement,- One can • 
roam is virtually endless, .. 6nl.v,hope animate(i filrns will, 
which ik why it's a • shame .fbse their sexual' Tanaticism 
Fantasies, U.S.A." The V'Niita Lfypsl;' speridi s"6 much' ' 'and'bec()[ne rfVo!'e-<,reaaveL — 
religion: and violence neei 
.-ridicule-about-.-as.•much' as 
Washington Ineeds-- another 
scafldal. There's a "point: 
where il; just isn't,, funny 
anymore. 
EVeh the .level ol sex is 
weak, for in the two Fritz 
fjlgis, sex is seen as a relejase 
or escape from: social. 
alienation. ^ 
Bakshi's "Heavy Traffic", 
went beyond . this. 
Realistically, it showed that 
sex m ,a sex-crazed world 
becomes only- a frustration, 
and. "Heavy.,Tra'ffic'' 
dialogue is. cliche-ridden. 
Mqn, : I am hung-down; -
-str'uii 
Fritz tells us.)' 
~ At. the end, ;Fritz realizes his 
dreamsorfanLasiesare better 
.than his reaHife, Which can be ' 
depressing. It is not really . 
satisfactory; because 'just as • 
Fri tz makes no ef fort to upli ft; 
his life, the movie makes no 
effort- to transcend the 
'•alienation it depicts. 
time with sex; It is also the 
reason why „ animators must 
their work. 
ir-SO -FARf-Bakshi JS-the only 
animator, of adult films .who 
has displayed a desirable 
degree of artistic laste. 
• It must be remembered that 
a n i m a t e d  f i l m s  t  l i k e  
F a n t a s i a ' '  <  D i « n e y ' s  
masterpiece) and "Fantastic 
Planet," .too. are .examples 
. LIBRARY FINES 
''+th Notkgt from tho Uniwrti' 
Library or any of It* 
branchei-are official Univer-
•ity comrn'unicaHorn requir­
ing immediate attention!. i 
1500 S.̂ 16ASANT VAUEY RD ... 
JUST O^F CAST RtVgBSilOE DRIVE 444-3ZZ2 
10:30 p.fh. 
. . • 7 Movies ''Somenertree,', ''" .^;,u'.-»". 
••>••% "Peter Paul and Mary: The Song 
is Love" t 
. 2A Wide vVor;d Special, Dlck Caveff 
J GUtE STATES DRIVE.IN V. : 
SlioivToivrv USA-
W « CwwfOn •UteSUS" 
SOX OLFFICE OPENS 9:00 





. i .. . 
$2.00 
I fit 6 p.in. 
ri«xio«sr-
. 2 :50  
5:10 -





TU. 6 P,M. 




DmcttJ btWlUJAM FRIEDK1N 




-- and'Lou GOOMU IB Whtler* 
m 
$1.50 















i ?  » i  •  
' From Bret. 
P 
$1.50 til 6 
Feature*. ' 









452-7646 • IH 35 NORTH 
AM&RlQAN'NATIO.NAL ENTERPRISES, INC PRESENTS J 
The Academy Award Winner 
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING 















THIS WEEK ONLYl S& r 
TUES.-THURS. SHINEH BEER - .15/fAug .9b/Pitcher 
FRI.-MON. MJCHELOB BEER- .25/Mug J .SO Pitcher 
11 
SI50. til 6 p.nu 







THE GREATEST LOVE 
(BUG) STORY 
EVER TOIDI , 
unuiTDisna 
PR00IC!1<»S' 
•COtOR BY DELUXE- • 
A 
AUCn>CANNAYiON*i ChTEACRlSFV <NC J#1' 
For aft lovers  ̂
fjsa, 
to -' TECHMCOUm? 
OPEN 12:15 
Features .12^30fry'' 
. 2:2(M:1 &6fod\ JxS0-9i3Q p.m, 
MAMN THEATRES ' 
I 
km 
FOX TWIN 1 M 
f. 
Good till 11 p.m. 
Sunday-Friday 
p.m. Saturday 
SUN..THURS. 11:00 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
2801 GuadaljuDe 
W"°*-•JAi-.ii and Italian dinners'-, mstaurarpL" ; 
FRI. & ^AT. 
Special good w/copy of ad 
t pitcher or 1 mug good 
yi'/each copy of ad. 







GULF STATES DRIVE-IN 
710 E. 8«y White • 444-2296 
The Texas Unionf 5^ 
presents k^.% 
A Chamber Theatrfe.Production'^' 
Of 
George Bernard Shaw 
July 27 and 28 at 8i00 p.m" 
The Maln Ballroom in The Texas Union 
" 
Tickets $1.50 U.T. Students, 
:-lissi?-...'V ^eu,ty' 
$2.00 Others _ n 
For Reservations Call 441-0067 $0 
-• • • 
* THE TROJAN WOMEN „ 
KATHARINE HEPBURN - VANESSA REDGRAVE 
• Jute^Jfemey, 
fYlvTEnioî LuinD 
oFGiptainftemo_ " f 
bmarVSharif 
, BOX OFHCE C>PEN 8;00, 
V SHOW STARTS DUSK I 










This bizarre retidltlpn of tha Lewis Qarroll classic, 
patterned atterthe T4hrilel drawings, features such In-' 
trlgulng oastlr  ̂ as Gary Cooper as the White Knight. 
Cary GrarftjSs the Mpck Turtje, Edward Everett Hqr-
•ton as tha Mad Hatter,' and Jack Oakie and Rmfcoe 
Katns.as Tweedledum andTweedledeo. W.q, Fields 
Biays^HumptyDump'tyi and delivers some superb in-
-fcharaottr readings-of the author'̂ nonsense. vlecae. 
.ITONISHT 7 & 8:301̂  
$1 UT;$Hidents^ 
Acuity.& Sta^f •. $l.SO^Aembers 





~ - of tragic 
splendor and 
simple 
- j magnificence." 





as ̂ redrdmache 
seenii to.act'.%ith 
her -whoje soul.The 
tension she creates 
has its own kind 
of excitement.'̂  
. —P*uirnt Kaal, ' • 




12224 6urtil«p» St.—-•77*1964 
FEATURES 
BiisS 
loved her \ 
and no one 
understood. I 
BUSTERand BILLIES 
CQWM8IA PICTJJRES/A.D!VTSION OF COLUMBIA PICTURES: INDUSTRIES INC. 
:00-7:30-9:45 
> PRICES Til 5:15 
" 'CHINATOWN' IS IXTRAORDINftRYl 
II IS BOTH DEEPLY ROMANTIC, RJN,' MYSTERIOUS, 
CYNICAL; AND BRIUIAHTT-
—Bridge* Byrne, Lot Angole* W»raW-C*om»n«r 
'*> ' ~ 












"?THE TROJAN WOMEN' SUCCEEI 
IN BEING A CLASSICAL FltM." 
-WIIUAM WOlf, tiUf MAGAZlNt -
"'W0. *7w * 
OPEN AT .8:00 
FIRST FEA. 
AT 9:00 
J u l y ^ibfstm 
$1 rift ^tvlS6'00? 9J0Q, 10:00, 12:00 $1 AA I #UU } n̂g-Jester -Aûditorium • t' -J I »UU 
Rated , 
Sponnotbd by Student Cuinmiltve fur Voter Registration 
TRANS* TEXAS 
/ 











^'•AeawaE HILI RLMISw^ 
*TH& STtN0m 
•«tHN>c<xon»'» uwT!ts*i retuw; ^)j 
JmutlZ-AAollpitsenh. 
iMuBterproducMn tf, 
•aeon County Unej 
olorhjf Cfl :• wAmencw Intemattoaa} retei 
I Nlltt lWfe tuinr tit li'SB*! 'M johnson* pwuji 
•' * --••• - • - 1- .aUHKLhACHMA 
u "AMther Place;-Anotl>er T m«" 




v .  Tzpiw 
WSmstimam 
v <w*~ ^^ )£i>' ^ 
<&*& A 4 
m? 
i » -*i .> « • > \ < -»*. - ,. 
4 
iS« 




IS wdrtf,mlnfmur*v - -...••. •:. •. . 
•Each word one-time•;„\X£.zUy.\ ,10;" 
Each t.ord 2-4 <imt>s -~*vt>~ v 09--
Each.word 5-9 ttmev-.v.vi^i;.w.l .07 
•E^cir ^^*cr^^^«^»^mi^w•i^^t«4;_.s. Jift. 
Student-rate each time. .,. ; ....,i .75 : 
G'assiifcd Display- -
l col. * ) ineh.one time... - . . .$2.96 ' 
.-}-e#k~*;J.:.tnch.2-9.Jiffle* • ••••••' ...12.66 
Uof: i 11 Mh fen's? rtorc rrrn^nT4?= 
OCADUNS JCHEWtf " ~ 
YTu«Moy Inatt Monday .11:00 
•W»^ne*doTT*»«tvT**«lflf,^.J.liOOaja.-
Thvrkby T»*on W»d«mday. 11:00 ajn. 
. Fttday T»aon ThVruiay...,.;. ,tli00 « m. 
BY OWN£R 2824'Sal«do. solid. 3 k - " 
•:- bedr.oorrv fireplace, lenctfd, garage- - •'-••. . 
_ _ JitaeJuixa^-EjtireUejU-cfindJtifln^i-.. ^SOUTHERN ESE 
* :tl« llje «v*ot el ener* mode- lf|' ©h-
<mm«aie)* notif* mu«i be ' 
#i»w a» »f»# miblnhtiin* r#tpenvt>U for 
•n)y.ON( inr»o«<tjn»*ftMn.--AD daunt for 
«Kf|urtm«fiH • t^oufcf mtfji* not h tv 
then 30 dey> «liM puUksiiM.'' 
. LOW STUDENT RATES . . : 
•15 word mrn«n>um each day .-..$.75 
JEach'additional word each day! :05 
T"CDti' *fftfa.mr.K..dAy -Sl«27, 
"Uncta&Hhzfi'' l.Noc 3 days;.St.W' 
. .•-.. iPreoaiU No Refunds). '•• 
Student* must *how Auditor's 
r.6cejp&£nd pay .in advance in TSP» 
.•8Kfe,-3L200 «SltL.A.3yhUj%r. from 8 -
a;m. to.4:30 p.m..MondayM&rough 
Friday * "A - " 
• ^ - Pets - For Sale 
^ESO* GOOD HOME for-10 week old • 
femate Welffiaraner poppy. $iS.CifT928-
. 0868* . • . .'• :* •: ' 
AK"C POBERMAM Pt/oi.fetecksnd rusT 
h(nfflfH|p». 'WWW. — -
0LOCK'S.. WEST 
CAMPUS ' -
New targe efficiencies living' room/" 
onset bedroom & kitchen, cable, -water. 
Gas turni hed Summer • $1?) 00 
4f7»5514- - •«-— - »4TM9H 
Homes - For Sale 
"KbL> 0&K. APTS 
710* SAN -GABRIEL 
Appointment, *74-5617, 
EXCELLENT INVESTMENT". Plush 2-
I, "CAfCW. carpeted,* Huge tr^es. $1600 
dow^undef$156/mo»wh: OwnerJbgeni. 
'jjt68'1299: 
• PORMER UNIVERSITY Professors: 4 
bedroorrt>.5.J3flit>r, library sound proof, r 
'Near cfempuSv 535.000. $3,000 ddwn. 
:Owt*en..car.ry -ba}ftncprf reaipnable-
Interest. No agents. P.O. So* D-l.r 
MOBTLE HOME InUT TraJlcrPark.No" 
3ff. .p?ean but clean..Cortie we, all 
extras 477-0066 
UT TRAILER PAR* 12 x 50. AC/CH,: 
pArtialfy furnistiod, washer/dryer--" 
Carpehporch. 47^6844; - •.. 
• APTS' 
Lots .^•trees, pool, AC. beam ^elUngi'"' 
and paneling. 1 Bedroom $100 plus elec~' -
IrJcItj/ 
1007 West 26th 1 ,'. 459-0007 
~ -KENRAY 
APARTMENTS 
2122 Hancock Dr. 
.WejiLlcAcneckaJia *Qbeat^_wd)klng dls-
tancp tr> North t f>nr> ShoDoino Center 
• and Luby s One halt block Jfom shuhle 
, and- Austin Waoslt 2 bedroom »-
townhooses, extra large. Two bedroom,. 
-tJatsj ufte^and-two-taths, CA#CH, dfs*, 
hwasher. disposal door to ^04r<garbage«'<v<.^ 
;ff pickup, poot maid service if desired.vxw? • 
7,washaier<a m compfex: See owners.-Aptr^r^-
' J)3orcaU 4SUM8 r^~-
.FACULTY ONLY" 
~ — t90fr Pearl ' 
Top>jt i story butldtng 'VS225.-2-
bedJ&om^ 2 bath^, A8P,> short leasp.-
Coble, pool ^levator. garag?*p.-\rkTng,- . 
—Ca^^78-7833 
_ _TRAVISSTATE SCHOOL, a?-;' 
-PERMANENT -.S-TATEtr? 
• EMPLOVMENT •' 
UceHjEO"'MCS?TOWAfc~NUR&R--Ll -
$5l7-per month " ' , 
ATTENOANT t - i357 perTnonMl 
Taking applications for toll tlmfc work^hwS 




Fait Rates . 
AH BiIts Paid 
Eff. $105 & up 
1, 2 BR, $152/50 & up 
Roommates furnished r' • 
TiA 6 blocks to campus • :. 
3467— fr&S-L-eofr- -
Now Leasing for Sept. 
1 BR - $145«>>,-, 
7, ...12 BR-$180 A 
AC Paid 
Tanglewood North 
1020 E. 45th . , 
• 452-0060 4?" 
'Shuttle Bus Corn»r.~:^•>!£$$$• 
FOR SALE 
•HUGE-FENCEDYARD^GBODJCOMBINAFI.OR7ORZ: 
•smaH-: tamlly. Nice tr«es.- A modest 
Mme/ tjo* so's.fhe price ($ZI950}. jusfi 
listed - sb hurry. • . 
972-3438 ' . 454-2054 
Lee Phillips, Realtor. 
$130 up 
1 BR Furn. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
SHUTTLE BUS 
Swimming. poplr.;bcau)tlully lyrnishcd, 
double or' studlQ b^ed, all-have 
^dishw<isi>cr;. disposal, central air- and-
-heat, shag carpcr. extra storage room. n-. 
v. . 305 WEST 3STH -
st? , 16 blocks Irom-campwsi 
"" f Manager Apt 106 4S4-9108 
*',11 No Answer Call 454 5869^ 
FLEUR DE -LIS. 404 6asT 30th. MatUfe' 
students. Lovely one bedrooms. Walk Jo 
campus. Shuttle.. Summer rates. 477> 
S2S? 
SUMMER RATES NOWf ^x' blbcks 
...i,'Jius.-One 
bedroom $130, Efficiency 5T10: 
"Tffciuogttm caiK/ Iramlngtmt troatmwL-y-
ol mentally retarded residents. 
•EOODSERViCS WORKERS- Part time-
• ihlU.cnostly^ AWfftSQ per_rponth *20 hour 
' week) _ -
Taking appllcatfons at the personnel Of'-^ 
-lie?/ Travis State School.-2 mHes Eas4 of ?« ) 
Austin on T^Mrysyrceast-^t^rt-td tfn 
•a:m. or I to 4 p.m. Monday thro Prlday^v^^» . Pjal/ nr Minktf 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
Just, North of 27th 
BOOKSlNDINGv^"- ' "-Guada,uPe -
SERVICE-. 
ThesisDissertafion-' >— 
Reports- . . . 
The Completfr-Pfofesston 
*„ , MBA 
***• Typrng;- MwltiHthing,. binding • 
22 Years Experience 
Handcase-Konydon-
AAarbleboardj. , , 
Bindings 
452-7747 
—LUXURY 1 ;14, 
'IaA9nn^° $160 
Mlinex :5BKS Easy, living 6-blocks campus 
]3}S NP47^094BK LANE ^ 474'17]2 2919 West Ave. 
XJacduXlur.SymmeLRates v • • fU bK jbv-NO  si  lo  
Warwick Foil RatesX^U 
carpel, dishwasher, disposal, walk-in-
closets, 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010-
or GL3-222S. • • 
COLORFUL I- BEDROOM. Shag.-
dlshwasherv cozy community: Near 
shuttle. From $115 plus electricity.12U 
west 8th (Ofl Blanco): 474*1107, 472*4162. 
Auto - For Sale ^ Garage Sale - For Sale 
FOR SALE: 1973 Ponllac • Grandvllle 
:. Convertible painted special Orange and 
Vyhi|£-at factory. Electric wmdowvand 
wt, powef door lock*, AM/FM stereo 
tape. Rally, wheats; . steel, -belt radial 
•. tires! Ortly 26.0U0 mlfas. owner. out 'Of 
-BIG G A RAGE- SALE .Saturday.. Sundayj 
Lots of furniture, household items^--vv 
clothes, toys/509 East 401h. ^.V" 
GARAGE SALE. moving out. must sell 
.everything! 1005 Eait 33rd*. 459-5949. * 
country, Bueltek Inc. EJ Campo, Texa*-. ...» , r^.L> >;>>>,—rtrrr—— 
T7437 1 713 542-2729. ?e1^ chairs. 2-drawer 
ftling cabiMf^ waiher^^elr.fgeralor^1, 
•• misc.?)?Landfon Lane.' •«. j.-^ .v , 
-Misc. * For Sale' 
Vpp CASH'PRICES paid for diamonds;^ 
old-gold. CapltOI Oiamocid Shop. 40U.Ni-f: 
Lamar. 4U4877. ' , 
71 PLVMOU-TH FURV-m; Fu» power. 
$995, 45^2f)3 5906 Marilyn Drive. 
#1 DATSUN 74J-Z, AC mags, excellent v 
. rynmng;: trail; damage. $3400 or-w»t> 
. negotiate. vt34«53^8 before 10:30, ^fter 6 
SHUTTLE BUS CORWER \ 
.NOW LEASING FOR SEPT. ' : 
$125 plus E 
• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air 
•Pool • ' 
•. Shuttle Bus' 3 Blks. 
i-REJREAT 
APTS. 
4400 AVE. A- " 459-0058 
'ONLY THE BEST . 
Utllilln paid 2 6orm . 2 Balh shag 
carpel, paneled, walking distance to UT 
and CapFtOf $270-,$280, . 
Also, private*BORM.& Bam, (no cook--
»ngj for one person $80/mo. 
Study rooms, faundry room,- beautiful 
courtyard and plenty of parking. 1802 




; ^73 AUSTIN MarUm GT.' AM/ffiWiJereo. 
1Z300 rp.lesj 25 m ̂  ̂  8903after 1,00 . LARGE INNERTOBES for'swimming ! 
-1-: • . A' •'••-• •<• "• .'"••:• =. W tublng. All jlies tochoose from: $3 00^ 
AMOVING, must iiil 196d Dodge C6rr>- ' 
an. Exj^HJtnt condtJM, economlc'aL^i 
cylfflder. Affer 5:30 p.m^ «Mi.51ie. 
.'69 VOLKSWAGEN, cne. ovvner. Good 
xondltion..Leaving country, -MUs? ^elK > 
-»ta»*6rbest-of»er-tofr»7*i——^ 
•1970 fiat 124 Sj»rt Coupe.'Excellent 
. .'condition. 28 mpg. $«IV $1995. 476-
:452a anytime. . 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
BACKYARD PAIANT^ erf^ 
Bram.eilads. Orchlds and • s'ome^'-'^i 
troplcals. 4407.Ave. .H. East of EllsabeK^^-
Ney Museum . 
TOYOTA..CORONA. p«lux^4 '67, engine 
— --od-'CondW *' —-
441-5509.." 
r^ri 'vtqr good c lticn;-25-mi 
best offer. 
dccessories. $125; Tom,: -4?7-9936 
ifrrcen 8^30 and Si30; 
STONEAGE LAPIDARY and 
JEWELRYCRAFT. UnusuAJ glfj$ and 
" ' " "* '* ••t.semt-v; 
NOW LEASING FOR SE#?T 
* SI 45 " 
•-VBedroom Furnished 




•NOW LEASING FOR SEPT.' 
1 BORM /. 2 BDRW- i 
$17S $220* ; 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Barry CftllingwaffcrCcmpany. 
LARGE r & .2 Bedroom furnished and ' 
' unfurnished. 5^ag, wet bar, prlvatp club:; 
vroom*, on- shuttle. 1 bedroom -from'1 
$149.50: ABP, 7 bedroom $169.50 A&P. 
1200- Broadmoors 454*3885. 476-2633, 
. Barr^ Gllllngwater Company. . 6 
- EXCELLENT- SUMMER RATES' on ' 
• spacious one »arvd twa bedroom 
• apartments: Fall-rates reasonable. Call -
454-9475. 
jENFtELO AREA.^Two bedroom with 
eyery extri. Furnished or unfucnlshed 
••fr^m $152 -. plus- Electricity.. W West s* 
Lynn. Barry Glllmgwater Company. 477. s^-; 
• 7794, 472-416? 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM Walk to 
ichool, study arca. ,carpeted, disposal, 
•cable TV. sun depk. CA/CR lauhdry, ^ 
vshuftfe.- great- fodatlon* ABP, summer 
rates.-.Falt Leasing. 28l2 «ueces, 47?- i -
- M 9 7  . . . .  
PROGS DON'T FLY 
BUT CRAZY CAPTIONS JDO 
CATCH THE"EYE 
?«, happy, dolnj lh« thing vbo like«*(«'. 
, ralKing-io people on the tolephonn -New 
olllcevllve days a WMk. free parking,'• 
friendly atmosphere, full or pirt Hme 
• ponu»cs_ plu> salaries. Call 451-7357 
between 9 a m; and I p.m:; or between 5 ' 
^Tno7SeeeB,«n.Ej<Per"!',Ce P'" more 
EXECUTIVE •***'•>••••? 
"CONSULTANT-
Nation's largest dlverslffed flnanclaMn-
stitutkm Is now expanding operations In 
their management $nd financial ser-
yrcevdlvlslon.-Urtder:«~new marketing 
concept, an exceptlbhai opportunltyex-'' 
ists for^an aggressive, self-confident In­
dividual who can -operate professionally 
at. any, level • of-fbuslness. .A repreien^ 
tatlve will be interviewing on campus • 
Juiy25.Confact?ThePlacementOfflceor • ' . x 
Mrke MW$ap -; Area Recruiter; : . » ,. 





zttkwrth or without pictures— 
•" . . 2 j5ay Scrvicc t 
472-3210'and 472-7677, 
i ? 2707 Hemphill Park s 
• VW REPAIR 
Quality work at reasonable prices. We-
cjirt give yoo beHer service ironj«ur new 
shop.at 1003 Sage Brush. Free diagnosis/, 
compression checks -and • estlmares: 
: Tune*up on standard VW - $10-50 plus 
• parts. 836-3171. Please Try Us . 





472-8936 30A Dobie Center^ 
2 
.. Reports^ Resumes ' 
Theses,: Letters 
.. All University and : 
busings work 7 
Last Minute Service 
"Open 9-9"Mon*.Th 4- • 








- 7 a.m. • Hp.m. M-Fji' 
• 9 a.m, - 5 p.-m; Siit.^^ WE .ARE NOW taking 
applications - for. part-time -
employment. We offer, many ABORTION ALTERNATIVE! PREGNANT 
-.excellent benefits including tasA-ffi&KSlfSSl Hf'2 '*•** near »s your: 
scholarship program. Apply' KUWSIISB 1 A"V0C4,M ""•WVe" -
CHRISTpNSON & 
_ __ ASSOCIATES 
, A TYPING7SERVICE"^ 
7- Specializing in , 
—Theses and dissertations 
—Law briefs • . •. 
—Term papers and reports ' • 
Prompt, Professional 
Service > 
- •' '453-8101 
Pick-up Service Available - "3 
Holiday .House No.,4 
5325 Airport Blvd. "... 
PART-TIME 
HELP 
jWlflWlNG; LESSONSr Experienced. 
; Certified fnstructor. All abilities 
. (Beginner - Senior Life), My podi or 
yours Groups, private 478-Ml. 
^AARDVARK ADVENTURE;School and 
'-Day-Cafe Center, IVi tojO years: Oj 
;:«D.W LEASING FOR SEPT-
• - "tin.-o p.m;/vwnqav? Friday.®: 
>•Waitresse^/Wa|tera,.Buii Kltctwn^iOO^. Rayburn. North Austin. 637-6001. 
i • .. . , . •.. -10:30p.m. Friday and-Saturdays;. • . v i..* 
^^COMPLETEt LUXURY. Tyro bedroom '^1-30 a.m. -10r30 p.m; Sunday.. >! 
r,. . . t •.:... ^fe:^«ndi efficiencies. Fall .Rates. 24 Fiats '•<'• Cdtflsh Barn !a«in"N' 
Dishwashers - 2 Large Pools ~ l^V-Aparimenti. 1515 PalmaPlaxa. 474-4322^ s 
Security V>lt 47^2163 Shuttle bus corner R5ii^JiC5nt * u 
> Clubroom,Volleyball Court"'":i ' •. •- ; .•*' . ^ • • ••288*,2899. 





r.$iV$from S120'- $140, furnished 3 blocks trom 
sJm 
ROOMMATE ^NEEDEO. 7 bedroom: 
ttmpUfc b,ll, 
$160 
.  , ,  .  .  M i i  .  .  S E L L  F L O W E R S / . M a k e i 3 0 - $ 6 0  w 6 r k l n ^  .  
•T«mnm Ury rw^i in^b^autlful setting. 4 poaceful days a vwefcThursday. " _ ;i'' ' " ' 
v. ,Catl-472-1238 or come byvWo W. I7ih.at Hrioa^ffSfiBBffrrsilofuav; Sunday all—HQIISFMAT^ WANTED? Share two 
.r ,jRlo Grande.; day. Top comm/ssfon. Pald^dSfiy. 47^ bedroom large house, 503 Texas, couples 
3060,453-1508^-2761. . ' v' . rmin~« «-». 
NEAT; ACCURATE and Prompt fyplno, ••# 
• 60 cents per page. Theses75 cent*. Call- 5 
447-2737 
DISSERTATIONS,'theses, reports, and.v 
law briefs: ..Experienced lypl$t« • 
Tarrytown. 3507 Bridle Path. Lorraine ' 
, Brady. 472-47I5. \ '. n 
. STARK- .TYPING. Experienced theses,-
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and . 
-Binding, Specialty-Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218 
HOL'LEY'S TYPING SERVICE ^A'l 
. complete service from typing • through" 
binding. Available unhj 10 p.m;: 
.. '. Experienced In all fWldl: Near campus: 
.1401 Mohla Drive, 476^018. / ' ' 
Ifci^'-SvL^pfyTT" tT~TO N''C'h e * r ol e * - p I c-k-u p• ^fc^.' -^^xcelleni condition: $1095,476-5916 alter 
B>^'Jr ->*70 VW, /un$ good, new starter, radial 
;-vv .li(re$. needs clutch adiuslment $87) 447-
^ > *849 
precious stones and mountings, ^ough ^ ̂ ^ ^ ̂  ^
rock, tumblers, books. Open9 30 • 5 30 ^ t 1 Rf»rlrAr*rrVv?J» 
CSmerrw-'aSStT 
f COUCH FOR. SALE:"Good condition,:•' 
. back drops fo -make into bed. $15, 926-
3413 after 5-00 
NEW PENTAX £5,; B»ctronrc shutter : 
With Tbkum?r; lenses,- 35mm,: Mmm,1-
ISSmm^i^strob^extenslon^'teleplys, 
;-other accessories.-Only "ten-roil»-film • 
JW7 FORD VAN, 6 cylinder; standard, .4»f: V-W/alue. Pulck Sale,MOOv451; 
YlMIt Aftivl lAitrMr avta.lAr i>»l«tia —PO/O. v 
Wpv - ,>^1971 TOYOTA: COROLLA 1600 wagon:' 
iT.rwia good, interior, and exterionredone. 
.59S0 471-1253 
SLEEPING BAO t* goose down; super**.-
warm, excellent condition, clean;-used, -
(
Wxl ri >• •*- Mua.iANi* v-8, power, steering, t7V lh'-jitv jap*-1 r V'-t-lwwer disc brakes, air conditioning," • , 
W,'' ~ ^•'|^^"e-'--">J^'v"-*l^Ulrf?^¥fe...,5WALt^gEFRlQ.aS.Gold'»»l3ruaSlll. r 
i^>» ^ ; ";;.^r?;<r^'..:.;'..-^./r--;-,«:-.;Goid floor-length"^rapes lllir45T-7MJ,~:*-"r472-96l4 
Walk to Campus 
Buckingham Square^ 
^ . 711 W. 32nd 
454-4917 
.:. v'SEE OUR SUMMER RATES' 
NOW LEASING FOR SEPT. — -. 
if ST45 -• • 
T BR Furn 
Tanglewood West 
476-0948® 
^^EFFICIENCIES $95 plus electricity, 
-v-. pool, .ac, carpe}f panelin9, no pets. 
.. . Huntington Vtlfar 46ttrrmi_Aye^-A.. 454- < 
• • ' •'« 1 •. •••..•••> 
£SAN JACINTO ARMS; 1709.San Jacinto, 
tfamrnoTHl$rahceTTnlv6r51tV'-Cgbttbtrtg^ 
WANTED; APARTMENT MANAGER, 
considered. Ce Ung.ians».fireplace, 472-
0986/ 
• Preler married. Send-resumes-to Bo*~-^SPPWAftAJE NEEDED, 2 bedroom 
1668, Austin, Texas ' apartment 6 blocks campus, alt bills 
* paid, $50 476-3467, . • 
ROOM.BOARD forlonrg session 1974*75 
-inenchpnge-fOrhelpl^g-dHabled 
-Sp-
NOW;LE«|NG FOFC SEPIT •' ~-
—Jyftpt imill'—rr-; v.^alkloodiSfa'hceTTnlva nty-CgbtrQt: ly-^t  QTehano»^4<if ,.h»rnU>A^rti^Ki^rt • FEMALE ROOMMATE naedad. Own MaSterCharpe. 
• • . Z J »vto 3 bedrooms i-J/painr cj</CH7^grpBfM: • stoitem. Anvnn# w^r»m» i^ >fyu¥-^ri_^_:room- 2^ duoleC $W BmrwrMlts- Vei v. 0?27 er <42 QMS, 
^ wator/aas;cable-pafd. No pets, si 15 up: . Mr. John Flowers, 476-7374 • near, campus.-47!-4J^4,4/6-1IW. "t" - r — — •  . .  
m-wP- ' " • 
,gi UHlW jTy j %!$?{: it9 SO DARLINO EFFICIENCIES - lull 
Jfi^^^kltchen. quiet residential neighborhood, 
Shuttle, walking distance -<lowntowr\. 
; AlsAlfraslng forfait:ltltv>fest ioth,-Apt.-; 
: 106. 476r?l55. 
5ummer ,Rafet Start To^ay 
-V-BRr-1 BA 2 BR,5? BA 'a BR, 3 BA 
~ . . 
... I* * BLQCK from-Law School. Tower View-
. LAROE POOL.rALL BILLSPAiO^v Apartments. Large, nicely decorated, 
MOVE IN TODAY ;|l •;SMltr'c,b,'?vpaid ,,3S Nop,!,, 
SALESPERSON for ladies sportswear 
shop. 25-35 hours experience.- Apply In 
person, The CrlckoM Shop. Highland 
'47. FORD GALAXIE 500. Goodj Clean 
car, AC, radio* new tires.Call PBm -$500. . v' 
478*4029. 'ATTENTION 
(BiSSfRVAAei? '.tM6.-:Alr conditioning/':-'1: — - .STUOEN.XS! ! : -julomailc, very nice, JiOO or best olfer, . P.D.Q. Service Company. S4U. Burnet ! • ;. .r l^n Norwalk. No-. 105. 476-£JM: " - - — -
T403 Norwalk Lane 
Shuttle Bus Corner 
-Best Rate:on-lhei 
, ..bShuttle-Bus'Front 
2400 Town Lake Ci 
442 8340 
1968 WlLUS JEEP. 17 ropg, vinyl, metal 
••v^t-tpps; ma9«/G60 tires. 2-wheet drive^ 451* . 
V L ^4W 
UU; '« FORD FA'KLMJ-E Clean,-low 
' iV&rl very dependable, oood 
condition. AC Call 472-43S4 after s: • 
Road,- 453-278B, has .reasonable 
appliances; 6- month guarantee. Free 
deJlvctfy and.installation.WiO buy back 
ar end of. term; Specializing in 
retrlgei>«tor& and deep-treem-.rAll ser^-
vrce calls $12.00; Also we buy applianccs 
working or not. 
NOW LEASING FOR SBPT. '• 
ie0i $195-
"2 BR FURN:r*'«..-
. THREE 8L0CKS-t& campus; Rooms, 2 
;i;«i^nd 3 .bddroam, spacious older. 
"TTOOfrssaapartment-.buHdlns. $120 -̂ABP t̂o-$240-v plus bills 1902 - 19W Nueces 476-3«2, r • 476-8683 
NOW LEASFNG FOR SEPT. 
A^L BILLS PAID^§'' 
Antilles Apts. 
spf -2204 Enfield ftd. P-
^ - *79-10? WS * 
I 
• 472-1923 
SHUTTLE BUSFRONT DOOR 
$155 
1 BR Furn^ 
M 
Top Dollar Paid For 
M*i n i /~ ' isT1 
FURN. APARTS. 
NOW LEASIfJCUfOR SEPT7 
fe$135 - $152.50 
1 Bedroom 
, MARK IV APT 
3100 Speedwa "" 
477-1685 
UTTLE ^lis CORNER 
^^Sb^Nice Osed Cars^^X 
V /̂: «K FOR MCK^POTT '̂ ' A B I T AT 
-s" 7*10/4 -Lamar 
BIJULMUNDAY 
PONTIAC 
. .78 7T2S 
^ Motorcycles - For Sale 
wlHONOA CB450. E xcellent condition" 
$800/ Call; Allan, 471-3114, 474-2861, 
anytime < 
L, 
1971 NORTON 750 Commando, $900 or 
wlJx best offer.,Black tanK and covers; Call • 
04-fg David, 451-3539, r t • 
SfeV' m YAMAHA 340 R/T V Enduro Street 
'•tdaab Excellent condition, •• 4IJ- exfrai, 
I2u0 miles and • trailer; Leaving town. 
;2914«B Rio Grande ;or 477*0945. Jerry 
L^wson * 
1972 HONDA SLIM, Betor Shocks, 1200 
, miles,excellent condition, orange, adult-, 
owned }410 Ffrm 474 5617 
# Stereo - For Sale F 
sTereo SYSTEM: Sonsul recelvec ami' 
. torntaWfc t.W.E. Ill speaker,: Alltri 
p m, 4.7 6563 
. STAK'SR-S' stereo headphones, $75^ 
RaaUstjc $oio:l03 speakers $?0 pair: Call -
HUNTERS 
MEED AN APARTMENT 
FOR FALL?. 
GIVE US A CALL! 
-Habitat, Hunters is FREE .apartment 
locator -service, located- in the lower 
level of DoblfrMall. Wo specialize in stu­
dent complexe*r4.v_:-- •' 
HABITAT HUNTERS 
Lower Level Dobie Mall, Suite 
• X-t 1 -SA ; •_> Hi*, 
474-1532-—^-
MOVE. TOpAY 
-'Enjoy tennis court; ViVlmming poor, gas 
v^if MIs^ . lovely--courtyard.-Four color 
,v schemss* sea blue, sexy leopard,.orange 
TJ»nd, pitvc, yellow with black' patent 
V'leothefi Ofte.or twa bedrooms. Also leas* 
:>ing torr&H. - : •.• 
' 1200 West 40th Apt 135 
ELDORAOO-fe. Jim 453-4883 472-4893., 
-."SHUTTLE BLISCORNER* W 
' CHECK OUR SUMMER-RATES 
O^E BEDROOM plus study. Rtver Hills .' 
V.-Take lease on sept;,l. $214 ABP.V444-, 
F A L L : L E A SI N G 2 b IO cks - UT. *• 
•-Eastwoods Park 1 bedroom. $145. jRm 
$80. AC; ABf* tarpefed. 472«2M11 V 
AVAILABLE 'SEPT. -1. Attractive 3 
• room - apt.,, comfortably furnished 
•Controlled heat, and air; walk to classes. 
704JW 25th 477S654- , 
NEAR HANCOCk.CEN.TER/2 bedroom 
town • house, $160. CA/CH. 4708 Depew . 
: (block east of Red'filver). 45^*4253. . 
•2-IV? TOWN HOUSE off Riverside.: 
Subieose/ffveAug.-bnly.WHi-pay xh rent 
-- ^-5454.-447-6109,.. • ' ; 
•. WSI PERSON.wanted. Three mornings 
Weekly tor 2 or 3 weeks 836-1609. 
..SPECIAL PERSON needed part-time tor 
serve.Austih's Finest Tavern drenjele. 
Must 6e available through Fait. See Mrs- • 
Overton between 4:304:30: The Draught 
. Housej 4112 Medicaj parkway. : 
NIGHX.Typ.IST, ̂ downJow/i, Mapcard 
, aod le^ai experlence. Sharp Individual. 
Send-resume to 81.5 Brazos, No JW3.^' 
: PART TIME COUNTER 7-9 30 a.m. 
/ MondayfFrlday; 8-5 on Sat. Call Astro 
- Gleanefs. 442-4354. _ , 
ENFIELD : AND.rwEST LYNN., 
S65/month. Large 2 bedroom, -nicely 
fprnfshed. Jeff, 451-7421 days 
: FEMALE HbuSEMATE. iSO depOslf,: 
<60 renr plus h4lf bills, prefer, mature 
_person. Carolyn, .472-1657, 476-4819. . 
' MALE. ,23, seeks neat roommafe to 
. share Very.good duplex, 2 bedroom near 
-campus. 25T3-A San Gabriel. $75 plus W 
bills; 472-7854, 476-1154. Ted; . 
MALE .'ROOMMATE needed. Sh*re 2 
• bedroom, 2 bath apt: with 2-3 others:-
Shuttle 447-6158. - • 
-.FEAAAWB SHARE cute one bedroom*' 
River-«IH» V; $94 ABP:45U389.ifiam-
2pm 
mm . i i imi 
FRANCES WOODS TYPING SERVICED 
Experienced. ; Law,•.•.•: •T^esel;rl'-irsp5st 
Dlisertatlont. ManuicrlpH: 453-6090. ' 
- " 
MABYL SMALLWOOD -Typing — 
mtnule/ overnlght -available.\Term 
papers, «theiesf; dissertations/ betters; 
st BankAmerlcard,. 8921' 
MINNIE C, HAMMETT Typing 4 \ iM 
Duplicating Service.' Theses," ^'dls 
..dissertations, papecv Of .all kinds, 
resumes, Free refreshments. 442-7008, 
MJ-"" .> .,, 
BOBBYE OELAFIELD. IBM Selecirle, 
pica/elite; 25 yearsi«xperfence, booKs, v-
dissertations;' theses,..reports,v-
mimeographing. 442-7IB4, p 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER .Diversified 
Services: Graduate and- undergraduate y. 
typing, prihtlng, binding. 1515 Koenlg 
Lane 459-7205 . -
EXPER.fEH.CEO SECRETARY. 
; P.aper$>" letters, ..envetopos; proof 7 7 
reading, grammatical corrections,-/^ 
.Rapid, accurate. 50.cents/pagc;^. •. 
Gretchert 452-3469, 451.233* 
• • _ NEED TWO ROOAWAT6S.Jo;^hairaJL^ _TyPING-PRINTINO.BlNDlN& Thnte«; 
NEED' TECHNICIAN with at least-2~ ?e<,roorn h?HS8' Bedroom shag, iunken . DlsserfaTjons.- FreffcsUoharrRepomr-
' d«n and Vltchen: In Spanish tile, low/ reporfs; * " * r- • 
Fireplace,-fentttf. yard with fountain^ ' " - -
454-8173. 4402 GlCfiCfest; -« . : r-. 
years experience In repair of hl*fl. Apply f  kit f U .
•:In person>at SferNny Electronics./1/12 
Lavacp. 477-5866. 
la ,- t , ,Sell-correcting IBM--
Barbara Tuifos. 453-5^4. . 
FULL; TIME — Part time applications, 
•now-being"'taken af Hans It On. -In 
'HlgWartd Malt. Apply 10 a.m/- 9 p*m.» 
Monday • Fr Way.! v 
• ROOMMATE .WANTED. , Own room, 
. Park near; $45 plus bills, Mike, 459*6937. 
($90) ABP. 471-! 
"1 Bedroom" 
• MOW LEASING FOR SEPT. 
1 BR-$155 " 
- 2 BR - $184 
MARK XX 
454 3953 4S2.50W 






FOR FALL very near UTi5l29.S0,:onft-. 
-bedroom-apartment/ air conditioned/, 
shag carpet, paneling, and pool. Water 
and gas paid. 472-440& 478-3885,327-1355/-
454 3164 i ; 
708 W. 34th 
454-6294 
ROOMS 
WALK ING DISTANCE *UT, 
bills paid, AC» paneled, 
carpeted> pool, no pets.. 2 
.. TEXAN.OOR7W 19Q5 Nueces. Doubles -
IS2 M/6 wks. session. Singles -W-00/4~-1^ftWTgt) 5eR^,^-g 
NEED INSTRUCTORS 'In exercise, 
• dance, pre-schoolers sports,*art, craln, 
gyinnastlct... Call f am; Austin' 
Recreation Center. 476-SM} 
ASSOCIATE TEACHER-Jfalferrtoon), • 
. aide (morning) for ehurch day-care-' 
•.center. 453-1657- oc 472;9400. 
DRUMMER for versatile groups ,aru, 
progressive, country-western dance..No »^ -
: need; rock> Mu$t' be dependable Brot 
. Liming, 454-6821. * : v • ,v , 
. STUDENT- TO. LI VE ln> hpme helplng' 
with children and light housework.>Neeo 
someone here most .weekends^.' 
References required Please call 476* 
4703 be/ore 10:00 a m 
UNF. APARTS. 
C<" FACULTY ONLY 
V906. Pearl 
•• jJ, Bedrooms. J bathrooms, A8P, Cable, 
•laundry, pool,-'trost.free.? frig.,. garago. 
parking, elevator. Involvcmon? with, 
large, studenr co-op Optional.'.' ' ' 
- Rent IS negotiable;"...; •( .... 
^ Call 478-7833 V 
TOWNHOUSE FOR 'RENT. Two 
.bedrooms, one-bath; fireplace, fenced 
back yard; 290? E. 51st, "No. 4. 9W-08M. 
AUSTINS SECRETARIAL. SERVICE. 
1807 Tree dwell street. Typing, dictation; 
by,shorthand or .your machine, tlitmei, 
business, legal, Drthltecturar, notary 
pubire 442-4430 :ij ".J 
. BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL.TYPING, All : 
vour- University, work. Fast, iccurate, 
JT*7—'-fe»»onaPle4. Pnollng-Bl/Jdlng. Mr>,-
, . ~ Bodpur. 478-0113".— —• 
• '• I *! 
.MIDNIGHT SPECIAL J. I Scrvlce. 
wks. session.- Daily maid service;-
central alrr Refrigerators,* hot ptates ' 
allowed. Two,blocks from <ampu$; Co-'-
Ed. Resident Managers. 477-1760' ' 
l BR. Luxury 
104 E 32 476-5940 
* u'2105 Speedway 45) 2832 
Manager Apt 103 n} 
-<• Walk or Shuttfe 
•—tO-Q-T— 
Jinn % u -J PRIVATE ROOMS »50/month. ATTbiHs 
.bedroom, 5190. 1 -bedroom, f&id. 4 bins from campus,- Fraternity : 
•SI45-1150 3011 Whitis, No. lOJ;— "ouse <77035S or 477-4^1 
atter j Mon.-Friday. After 10 
«:a,m. weekends.,;.-. 
...... — -..-ant for local 




. ... ..... .typinj v. 
Experienced, alt klhds of typino. Low 
rates, FAST SERVICE,-Correcting 
r-.i Sefectrlc Pica/Elite, 89-2421, 
• EXPERT .• THESIS and--dlssortat'on 
^fyplhflj Lpw 'rates. Convenient lo 
/Campus. Gall Loli B^rd. 453-7187. : 






^ COST PLUS 
STEREO 
Why pay retail when J can iave youupito1 
. 60%?. Most brandy - AH factory-sealed 
boxes; Full-guarantees. Call Fletcher at • 
-451*5500 between .6 8. 8 jj.m^ for a prl?e •. 
r„ % ^ 
« For Sola > 
SUITAR STRING. Sa^e. 20%- on all 
Suitor, mandolin, and. banlo strings; msur Music,.1424 Lauscav 
R1ANOS AVAILABLE for student 
rental, MS for I months. Amster MusIci; 
1424 Lavaca -
WE REPAIR nil siring Instrument!, 
gulJarj, violins, &• banio«;:-etej-
Ogiclmcrs made to order, »3»' and up. 




1414 Arena Drive •*«* 
. I A- 2 Bedroom - Ff0m$160 
-Furn. - All.Bills - Bus. ; 
Mgr. 442-4124 
, BRAND NEW EFFICIENCIES 
"•>f-j'h -1700 Nueces-" -
- Close to campus. Beautifully furnished. 
Air w/th big batconfes.for your ptanfs. 
$150 Summer plus electricity 









Apartment*, living *!.•*. block * from^.w-': 
- iPArnpu$. tndlvlauafrappllcants^v^-:' 
.Wfltvnfeniatched. -wlth' compatible . room". 
VN Kf,mate$ 
PANELED EFFICIENCY.' Share 
• refrigerator and bath. J45. Bills cord.; 
345 1460 
PRIVATE ROOM.: Tw^).blocks.campufcv: 
central air, matd serWce, kitchen, coed/ 
summer rates; 2411 Rio Grande: .472*' 
3684 476-2551 
• 1 • • 1 , . . . r 
ONE ROOM.In house.for rent. $75/mo.-
plus ^ bills. iF^uli use of house. 477*6025-^ 
NELSON'S GIFTS 2U0l fndlfln 
IW'EX' and Mexican Irtrtports^ 
r46l2 Sputh Congress 444 3814 Closed 
^Mondays. 
-LEARNTO-PLA Y Guitar. Beginner and 
\ .advanced. DrewTnomasoo- 478-2079 < 
^E,N1]'!LL PATIENTS LIBERATION 
project tjeen "turned off" by therapy? 
^ Contact Sharr474-1470 / 
' DUPLEX SOUTH, contempoTan^ 3"*2^ 
CA/CH. carpeted, sundeck, wooded lot. : 
,*441-221?, Available Aug, h; 
; SUBLET 2^ month unftimt$t>ed duplex: 
..: 2*T/ shag-cprpet/ dishwasher/ disposal 
K: range* washer, dryer. connections; 2 . 
/.'.large walfc?ln closets, wattir paid; 
(150/month 442 9547 
- SUBLEASE .'Two . bedroom duplex/ ^ 
south, Vatleyrldft^Drlve, unfurnished,- • 




• AiR'CONDITIONeD, furnlshetf-room,-^ 
¥*-2910 Red River 476*5431/ 
7* 
. -WALK TO CLASS 




\<-A PAR AGON PROPE RTY 
. . ...,— ........ l iiHinint 1 OTinr"^riJ^X--WELL-J?LAYBQY*- P^nfh^UiO/ ••• '' 1 ' ... ^ . . 
a I bills pjrid, $55 3310 Red River 476- 6FS, records, gultar$. lewairy, APT MANAGER for*20 unit complex • 
3434* v l^e^edlbs, stereoi Aaron s, 320 Congress, University area Apply-by mall to 6005*A 
- ii\ Downtown, , " Shadow Valley Cove, Austin, Texas 
Jt- " ' " 
YES, w^do.type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
. , good grades! 
472-3270 and 472-7677 v' 
N 2707 Hemphill Park ' 1 
UNCLASSIFIED 
BellyDanclpglASiriXCMOrt 4724344; 
Forsolo '4)podfle440_S150 477-1495 
HIGHLAND MALL 
WANTED 
1 lr' Elec,r!cr f8P"f & remodel 447-54M 




SiNew.one bedroom-and;efficiency apti" \ double or stJdlo bed. all, have dls-
JOW leaslifg lor summer and fall hwesher, disposal. ceotr»l air and heaj, 
• Pi-icc rar.gn.fram SlSQ -
CLii"l*r-f-l cr s i ic V'.Huqe 1 S. 7 bedrooms furn, or unfurn, 
SrIU I. I Lfc.DUa'.'". w5,':?K.wlth.lawwalMni, beautiful landscape 
from *154 ABP. 1100 Rolnll. 452. 
472-4162. J3arry GllllnQwdl.r Com* 
'44 Cheir Corvalr S300 441-3540 » 
Bv/ 7" -portable -Sony TV i35. 441-3540 
Jucnol.25" IQspeed bike 38S-5102 . SENIORS AMD GRADUATE STUDENTS 
In Math/ EngHireering; Computer Science -t 
If* you are interested in ccfrrjpgter ^systems ajid' pr.ogram ii":: Foundiknl/e, CaH7detcrlbfl. 476-7660 
Bar/dormrefrlg.'JSO.- 478*4851. 
Lorgc braided rug; Dain 472-0424 ~ 
Swimming pool, beautifuli furnished. 
$hag carpet, extra storage room; From 
f 114 plus elec - -See at 25(J i»r Apt 4 
477-3264 
«q:20%;40% off. 476-7067/nt; 
Engagernent ring/aui carat, 451-3584 
Shep.' pUpt'HO; 926-8120 
472-4162 
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House/^ waits || Students Play the Stock Market 
Law 
By WADE WILCOX 
Texan Staff Writer 
Public Interest 
Research. Group (TexPIRG) 
and the League of Women'; 
Voters of Texas united 
Wednesday ih a~ call for 
stronger election regulation at 
the congressional level. 
- Appalled by.the ."inevitable k 
dependence of all elected, 
Candidates on big moneyed 
interests," . Lee Pearson, 
fl~" Unfcver-slty—£ex£lRG en-... 
chairperson, said. "This 
• results in special .interest 
groups. having a-
disproportionate amount of 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
influence and the average 
voter losing*out." 
More than 90 percent of the 
money contributed to.political 
campaigns comes from less 
than 1 percent of the 
population, according to 
Pearson. 
"Such practices 
significantly compromise the 
funtiamental democratic • 
process of one man-one vote-. 
Strong campaign finance 




t TOWNHOUSE LUXURY; at ap t 
•pr>ceri V2;l.Vi,'.Ur.epjacfr,. *No. 
• appllarvcei; i prlyater pattos, cable. TV. 
• Pett O.K.' *235 Mli p«W. 476-7791 John 
. Pendleton/ 4494593 evenings « •» 
FURN. HOUSES 
.-SHARE RENT. Luxurious, fountain, 
palms, medJfaffoa garden Washer, 
dryer, nereopT.V, e<c. 1125. Bills paid. 
^Caii4JM5M_ . 
TUTORING 
NATIVE ' SPANISH SPEAKER. Four, 
years experience, as T.A: Reasonable 
rates, any lever. Call 477-140?. • . 
-r MATH TUTORING understand, 476*075? / -
t h a t  y o u .  c e n  
political process to a larger 
number of candidates." __. 
. Recently, the U.S. • Senates-
passed a strong.campaign bill 
calling fo£ limits on campaign 
expenditures, limits on the 
size of donations from 
organizations, a strong 
independent regulatory 
commission and. a' system of 
partial, federal funding; 
Pearson said. -> , ' 
However, the. bill has met 
strong opposition in the House 
from congressmen concerned 
about cost of the proposal, he 
said. 
Another possible reason for 
opposition, Pearson said, is 
_tbat'.'somecongressmen have' 
a;-fear of losing" their rev 
election bids." 
• The' House version of the 
election regulation bill is in 
for candidates who show 
public support by raising at 
least $25,000 from Small, 
contributors. 
Once this was . done the-
candidate would receive equal 
amounts of tederal money, to 
match all future contributions 
of $50 or less, •-
, The proposal Would cost the 
average taxpayer $,2 per 
. congressional election... 1 
Enforcement of the; House 
bill would be left- to the 
Estimates'as to how many 
University students invest 
money : in the stock market • impossible to determine. Dr. 
range from "very few" to Charles Hackett, associate 
_"more.than xatfjvould think," professorjjf finance, said "at 
V-.:' but one fact .remainsa graduatelevel in the School 
University students do get. of Business, almost one-half 
involved with , stock market. of th» students • invest .in., a 
investments. * wide range of stocks." ' 
• How many students invest Hackett estimated about 
in the markej is..almost "onerthird of the students in his 
finance;classes invest in the 
stock' market. A spokesman 
for the E.F. HuttOn & Co. Inc. 
In "Austin said uniis~splntt5n~r^rto c kh o i d er s, a o t 
student investment was light;- students, tend to be 
^ dealing mainly in speculative 
StOCKS. 
• The majority opinion is-
students-buy lower prices and 
more speculative stocks, Sam ; 
Hadaway, assistant instructor 
of finance* said the younger 
just 
more. 
involved with over-the- • 
counter stocks . 
4 Bids Given on Repairs 
For Damaged UT Plant 








' / t h e  H o u s e  R u l e s  C o m m i t t e e "  
and is expected to be reported 
out- soon, said1 Jean Bizzel, 
president of the Austin 
chapter of the League of 
.Women Voters of Texas. 
„ Both groups "indicated they 
,>* "supported thfe" Anderson-
.<•-'h Udall-Foley amendment to 
"the House bill, which provides 
limited matching system of 
public • financing for 
congressional elections- •••>.•>. 
Public" funds would be-
provided by the .amendment 
Department of Justice* 
has not prosecuted_atvelection 
violation, case in more than 50~ 
years. - -
Another amendment, the 
Frenzel-Pascell amendment, 
would give enforcement 
powers . to an independent 
Commission, composed of 
three members, from each 
political party, .having civil 
suit an}!, subpoena powers. • • 
. Brizzel and Pearson both 
asked TexanS to support 
strong - campaign regulation, 
legislation. . •• 
Polls of Texas congressman 
conducted , by . the . groups 
indicate that 10 oppose public, 
campaign financing, two 
Favor it and the' rest arenot 
comitiitted. 
Seven members support the 
enforcement commission 
pfoposaljre1ght"oppose~it 'and 
10 have not yet made Up their 
minds. 
U.S. Rep. J.J. "Jake" 
Pickl'e of Austin has not taken 
a public stand on the public 
financing provision,, though in 
his renomination campaign, 
he did say that he does rot yet 
-feel the time is ripe for public 
financing of congressional 
elections, • _ 
• Pickle did indicate he does 
favor the "enforcement 
-commission amendment^ ,, 
, sEsl 
The University received 
.four base bids Wednesday 
morning for extensive repairs 
to the cooling* tower -of the 
swept by fire JulylO. 
~~The damage tower-is 
operating at 10 to 15 percent 
Capacity, William Willcox, 
. Physical Plant director, said. 
• Since the fire, the University 
• has been buying 40 percent of 
' its power form the Austin 
Electic ^Department, 
considerably increasing: the 
cost of University electric 
consumption. ' 
. The; lowest bid • was -'from 
Pritchard , Products : Divison 
for $149,765. The others were 
from the' Ecodyne 
Corporation for $180,t95; Air 
• Conditioning-, Inc. for 
$193,966.92; and Lillie-
floffman, Inc., for $213,453. 
Willcox said the lowest base 
bid might not be chosen 
because of- hidden -factors; 
—such—as-del iver-y--^os ts-,-
• Willcox and James H. Colvin, 
University vice-president for 
business, affairs, will discuss 
the. bids. this, week :and may 
award the contract next week. 
Construction ijiay be 
' completed within 12 to 15 
weeks, Willcox said. 
• '  B e f o r e  . t h e  f i r e ,  t h e  
University bought 5 percent of 
its daiIy-624,000 Silowgtt hour 
^ consumption from the city at 
the rate of 7 cents per kilowatt 
hour. The University is paying 
"a lower fee now. by purchasing 
in great volume. 
Curt Von Bieberstein, 
associate" director of the 
tower's redwood supporting 
-strueture-and-trayfi-were-not-
badly damaged by the blaze. 
-The rotary motor- drives are 
intact but must be rewound. 
When the tower is operating 
at full capacity, water drips 
• over the trays as gir is drawn 
through by; motor fans. The? 
• structure - now- is used as an 
atmospheric tower, / without 
the fans; , to cool steam from 
the turbine generator :*m the 
adjacent Hal C. Weaver • 
Heating and Power Plant. , 
Willcox could not1 say what 
• • i Yrirtiin.111 
the increased demand from 
the-.city had .cost the 
University to date. He did say 
the electricity from the 
Jniversity plant was sold. to 
a u x i l i a r y  e n t e r p r i s e s ' -  o n -
;campus, such..as_.the .Texas 
. Union and the dormitories, at 
the rate of 1 cent per "kilowatt 
hour. 
. The' Board of Regen.ts 
appointed an engineering^ijrih 
in. June-to' consider, possible 
expansion of generating 
f a c i l i t i e s .  T h e  f i r m  
recommended , cohstruction of 
a $4.5 million-:steam turbine 
generator to -meet increased 
demand through 1982-84. The 
project awaits regental-
approval'. 
interest :in stock m.arket. 
inve^tmeri'ts only on a small 
scale basis'for experience, the 
E.F. Hutton spokesman said. • 
With the stock market in its 
present position there has 
been little growth in student 
involvement in recent years, 
Hackett-said. - ;; . 
There, has been, an interest 
in mutual- fund shares' and in 
real estate by; students 
re.cently with the stock 
mark^t. being so unstable, said • 
H a d a , w a y . : . . •  
Although most students do. 
not get involved .with day-by-; 
day - buying and trading, 
Hackett said ther-e are.:-
University students who buy 
and sell regularly.. He said 
-professor-of—ftnancer-saidr—that—many—students—£tom_ 
Others develop an . interest Dallas and Houston regularly 
.-5 It is difficult to pinpoint the 
primary type of stocks bought; 
by-students. There is a wide 
range of interest.by students 
just as there is' by regular 
investors, Hackett said. 
Studjent interests in the 
stock 'market usually "start 
with, gifts and funds from 
parents , and relatives, Dr. 
Andrew Senchack, assistant 
through finance courses. 
Many students take 
» » » » » » » • « » «  
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" V9(h & Guadalupe: 
. Beer» Wine, and Boogi< 
Thjuxjdqy Night i*. -f. 
^ Ladies lib Night 
ALL BEERl- WINE FREE FOR 
LADIES FROM 7:30 • 9:00 P.M. 
Pool - Foosball - Piribal! 
- '§$ Happy -Hour Daily 4 - 7 ' 
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in' the Beer Garden 
m* 
p Govel* 
TW' >• . 
477-0357 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER BLANK ! 
DAILYTEXAN I 
^ T9TH & NUECES 
Next to Bort's 
LeiDrSliairfflyopenyouriKad. GREATEST HAPPY HOUR 
•p.J If your mind sedes 
fieW*timirishmmt—.-rif—rr—v-, 
you say v'Fie!!!" to those' 
who insist that tnere are 
some doors that'man was 
not meant to'openi. . if 
you (oohave become 
steadfastly convinced that 
the Way to a person's head 
ts nose... then 
SSi IN TOWFI 
SERVING DOUBLES 3 TIL I 
7:30 DAILY 
FEATURING: -r-% 
,4.. -^STtRIO MUSIC-* 
-SHUFFtreOARDTASLE 
;i$.~ WHERE AIL THE BOOZE IS CALL BOOZE 
pahaps you are indeed ready to experience the 
unique stimulation, invigoration and gratificStion that only 
Shatterly's Secret Sniffing Snuff can provide. 
S&e? And there is but one way to find out. Heh. Hdi. Heh. 
DcSbaikriŷ SecretSiiiM Snufî  
fm 
ONE DRINK 
m - . 




19th & Nu< 
ONE TO A CUSTOMER PLEASE 
. Available in originaH)lde English-and 
Wild Strawberry flavours at drugstores, headshops and the-like, -
' 1-
~ P AND MAIL TODAY! 
WRITE YOUR AD HERE-
m§ 
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CHOP SIRLOIN DINNER 
. 8 OZ. CHOP SIRLOIN, 
.BUTTERY BAKEO * /.,* 
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, PRIES, HOT TEXAS ' 
""i'TOABT. AND CRI8P 
-•'TOSSED SALAD r~ 
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i > -New-restrictions on University, area street/ 
.vendors wiirbe considered.by City Council at 
a public, hearing a! L p.m. Thursday in the 
Electric Building Auditorium. 
- . Changes in the street vending ordinance 
'contemplated by the council were, proposed 
fb?~eity-^Manager Dan- Davidson:. June 13...-
a Davidson proposed to limit to 200 the number: 
of permits sold to vendors for the 23rd Street 
. market area. Yearly /permits now are 
, required for vending in t)iie area but there is 
\ no" limit on the nurnjier of permits sold, 
r Davidson aiso proposed selling the permits 
- on a quarterly; basis, requiring purchase of a 
r"rniit P"fn' thrcr mrnithrr ind (innhlinf; 
theipermit fee from the current $10 per year. 
; to $5 per,tiuarteri; : - ' • . 
.The proposal also recotnmends allowing 
a. hotel-office complex on* IH 35 south ot i 
. Austin;:-;Meiigb.borhood--,residents.-have 
protested, the planned development- since-
January because of contemplated piping of ;• v. 
the creek and . Teague-Buda's surprise -.''.- -
Saturday morning bulldozing of a large 
wooded area last winter. 
v • A decision to allow Columbia Scientific • 
Industries (CSI) to develop 25.5 acres of , 
suburban residential "area along old U.S. 
Highway 183 northwest <ft Austin. Residents^' • 
of 'an.adjacent subdivision have protested thesss|?-
development, claiming there are norfs" 
• guarantees CSI will maintain a promised 
buffer zone , of»natural woods around 
Jaworski Wins 
Watergate Special Proiecutor • 
. leon Jawortki leaves the court- . 
room- Wednesday-after the Su-•-t, * • 
.preme Court ruled that Pre»i-'; 









Gonorrhea Test Off&rsDetection Hope 
served *v tmn wftiwnv 'tmiM « : -i. . •. •. ; M • 
industfial. plant. 
.. .. A('®r the Planning Commission was 
.. „. "Duly 15 the-wooded buffer would be preserved 
, Saturday-market use of the north side of San — hr its-natural state, workmen with bulldozers 
e.. /-» » « . "» ... .. .... • ... Antonio Street from-Guadalupe Street to. the. 
Tv.-mid-block alley. r 
•University street vendors have declared 
fy# their opposition to the proposed changes*and 
£*$ plan'te present their arguments to the council 
Hji) Thursday. 
Also scheduled for public hearing are: 
• -An appeal of the Planning Commission's 
decision to grant a.creek development:permit 
to Teague-Buda, Inc. for alterations' to 
Harper'-s Creek anticipated in ponstruction of. 
ii 
ACLU Prepares Scjit 
'Mt 
The - American Civi 1 
Liberties Unjton (ACLU) 
-announcedWednesdayitwiir 
file suit in U.S. District Court, 
to delay the Sept. 17 state 
Democratic, convention until 
after the Jewish holy day 
Rosh Hashanah. . 
John Duncan, ACLU state 
director said the suit would be* 
filed the week of Aug. 5 pn 
behalf of several Jewish 
delegates whp would be forced 
to violate their religious 
principles if they attended the 
convention on their holy day. 
State Democratic Exec­
utive Committeee officials 
reacted, with surprise aT IKel 
news of a'possible suit.--- -
Joe Connaly, chairman of 
the. SDEC's legal aTTairs 
subcommittee, said such' a" 
case would be- "a rea.l 
interesting Jawsuit, but a 
fjw; court would not find a 
and chatn saws cleared the area of cedar and 
underbrush July 17; CSI representatives 
termed the clearing a "mistake." 
; Residents claim CSI could commercially or 
' • residentialfy develop-15 ac;es of the site not -
planned for the industrial plants including the. ; 
wooded buffer strip, v • • : ?)» 
Davidson will report on an Affirmative 
%i^Action Policy Statement regarding racial or' 
/ sexual discrimination in city hiring and 
.; ^employment practices. . 
Delay Sought 
The Travis County. Fair 
P1 ay and Progressive 
Democratic Pajrty Caucuses 
resolved July 18 not to accept 
the SDEC's' decision, and 
asked the ACLU to file a suit. 
if jt. was '.'legaily feasible to 
do so." 
Duncan said the ACLU had.. 
Seen preparing ! the stiit -
quietly • even .before :the- two.. 
local groups issued.- their 
statement. 1 ,' 
m: 
majority of the members 
voted not to delay. r 
"The failure of the SDEC to 
: reschedule the. convention 
i: forces Jewish delegates' - to 
••either, violate a religious 
belief where the constitutional 
right to. practice a. free 
exercise of religion is well 
established, or. to forego a 
'constitutionally protected 
right to participate in the 
political proceSsi" . Duncan 
said. 
"It's just like-any other 
choice-o'n -any-other calendar ~ ~ 
date," Connaly said in- i-
rfeference to 'the charge that 
the SDEC was forcing Jewish 
delegate to choose between 
two constituUonally protected ANNOUNCEMENTS • 
rlgnis.( . —?— cowctHmnoN"-»»m-be-
The date Of the state2:30P-n1- ThMr«Jayl'n Jes,erc«nter 
'—'F I.1.'. <U.M  ̂ A332 by rcpreseBtalivil OUTWV 
convention, set*, by ..the Texas - . Reading and stu'dy.-skiiiv uat 
(RASSL). i*: 
By TONI SNIDOW 
• ~ * Texan Staff Writer' 
A blood test whicll i could 
revolutionize the detection of 
the venereal -disea*se 
gonorrhea in persons with no 
outward symptoms of 
infection is undergoing study 
at the Texas Department: of 
Health laboratories in Austin. 
-.•• Blood tests for syphilis, 
another form of VD, have 
- been available for some time, 
but there has been no 
• 'accepted blood test for 
gonorrhea, said a State Health 
Department official. " 
The present method of 
detecting gonorrhea is slow 
and complicated, he said. 
The . new test: consists ; of 
placing a blood sample On a 
treated to-make" theanti bodies 
. fluorescent:-so : they • can be 
i d en ti f fretf~ under a' 
microscope. -y 
Miles Kaltenbaiigh, 
superyisor for: the venereal 
disease - control program at 
the City-County Health 
Department, said his 
department has provided the 
state laboratories with about 
1,000 blood -samples taken 
from>-patients at city-operated 
health clinics. L_1L_ 
. ''Most- women, witj» 
gonorrhea- do not .have 
specimen in a special cultnral'-
mediuiyi. The specimen must 
then be checked over a period 
orUmftilfl-see vwhether it 




Travis County ryeported 1,840-
cases---of-gonorrhea, -an 
increase of 40 [iercent over the 
comparable period last-year. 
• State Health Department 
officials said they are hopeful 




•symptoms,'-' he explained, 
"and, since 1970, we hav.e 
found that a substantial 
number of infected ihales also 
have no symptoms.", . 
' Theconventional method 
microscopic slide which holds . for determining gonorrhea is 
"a particular strain of to take a bacteria specimen 
gonococcus bacteria, the from: the-genital tract of a 
official said. . patient and to place the 
If a person has gonorrhea, 
.his blood sample will contain 
antibodies . for the- - disease. 
When the blood 'is placed onr 
..the- slide, the antibodies 
attach themselves to the 
bacteria. The .slide is then 
blood test might, solve the 
problem of screening patie&is 
inexpensively," Kaltenbaugh 
said. 
The test would be especially 
beneficial to small public 
health clinics which, handle 
. large numbers of gofiorrhea 
cases, he added. 
However, he said, the blood 
test cannot be used to detect 
gonorrhea in its. earliest 
stages. The test depends upon, 
antibodies -which, may not 
develop until' three weeks 
after a person .contracts the 
disease, he-explained,. <-
In the first six months .of 
successful and that it will lead 
to ^decline in the incidence of 
gonorrhea-in-Texus^ 
^.xJOne official said that 
research on the_bk>od-test is 
expected to last "several-
more months," adding that" 
approximately 4,000 tS 
specimens must be tested.^j 
before the value of the 
experiment .can be • 
determined.^ ' :»• 
>mi--1 
R ecreation Committe& sponsors 
A BIKE TRIP TO BUOA 
Guide ... Tom Canby 
July 27,8a.m. . Litli^fitild Fountain 
Bring A Snack 
TEXAS UNION WILL SPONSOR A Fl l / f r  
.VAlice,la.Wondetland/'; MJ7 «nd 
^_D-M. THUR^A»Y In TFTG UnionTheBter.~ 
Election Code, must be on the 
.third Tuesday of.September in -
violation of Ihe constitutional —each even-numbered yeaFt-
rights of a. person or~tfie "However, Atty.-Gen.- John .. . , ,, . T~---—— 
Jewish faith." , Hill issued an opinion that'the- -• < slso for^mb^ 
.Connaly'also said, the ^DEC could " piit'~the 
convention in.to 
recess UntiL Sept. 19r . — s* -, Thursday on Ihe Union .Ratio. 
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' Democratic Party' would 
welcome such a suit-by the 
ACLU. - ' -
"The party would not "wajj^r 
to> violate anyone's 
• -. constitutional -rights while 
' attempting to obey the laws of , 
the state," he continued. 
The SDEC considered 
postponing: the convention to 
avoid a cohflict for the Jewish* 
—delegatesJjut*otfidJuljtl6. 
keep the Sept. 17 '-meeting 
date. 
' Texas Democratic Party 
office manager Cleiha 
Sanders said the SDEC vote 
came nowhere near the three-
fourths martfin rireded- to 
change the) diti ofTiRt 
convention — ip. fact, the 
- 'TfXAJUNiON wm sponsor a free conc«rt 
y'wtlh the UT Br««s Ensemble af noon 
TEXAN ADVERTISERS. tfbZ J1 - 5*s»V»« 
There's Goldjn Therti Thar Goodies! 
Especially On ' 
THURSDAY NIGHT 
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)every single day 
in the^ '' 
Old Fashioned 
* Wav _ 
' jMij, ^ 3322 Guadalupe 
^ 











•Hen point them toward the 
annual NEW STUDENTS' EDITION of 
[u The 
'I ̂ T.exaii 
' | Unclalssifieds 
v.- >». 
S- -.\'< 





Student Nawspaper at TheUnlvarsttyafTexas atAustin 
to be published 
. Come by 4 
TSP Bldg. " 
Room 3.200 . -
and plate 
your , f&y 
Unclassified? i ; 
*0 students only;-y;;| 
FRI DA Y.AUGUST 9. 1974 
—-tto refunds 
25th &^Whitis 'u | 
riSlitttptDyDur 
^^^rigfit?¥ercaft!n6l( wherer 
the park ends and Wrnd RidQe begins 
' t So, if you've always had a yen-to. 
do*a nature bit and live in a p£rk, well • 
here's your chanRft. 
Utiles, clubhouse, two tennis 
boi4rt$t swimming pool arid patkinb 
complete the setting. 
'Wu 
Y o u r  a d v e r t i s i n g  d o l l a r s  w i l l  b e #  
d i r e c t e d  f o  s o m e f ^ 0 , 0 0 0  N i W  
STUDENTS entering The-Univ^rsity-this 
Fall! It's thr BEST direction . to /each an 
over-all potential of some $45,000,000 
to be spent tWs^74-'75 sclfooJty^tby Sr 









-.-'Tr-.'7(-.',V.r- ?T. -"Cl"" ;T 
Xm W??T> J ' p"j' v ^ 
for copipldleJrirarnidtion or tarbserVe your 
advertising spacel It's • the ONLY 
PIRECTtON to go,to reach this vast U.T. 
student marketi ' 
f&Z'fi 
m 
I 
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